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ABTRACT
Ocean Acoustic Tomography data are significantly degraded if
mooring motion is unknown. An autonomous instrument employing a
so 1 i d state data logger des i gned to track and record moori ng
mot ion is descri bed.
Navigation is accomplished by simultaneously interrogating
each of three bot tom mounted transponders pos it i oned in an
equilateral triangle around the mooring's anchor at a range
approximately equal to the depth of the tracked instrument. The
three round-trip travel times thus obtained having a resolution
of 125uS and a SNR dependent jitter of less than 1.5mS, define a
unique instrument position and are recorded along with the time
of day and day of year.
The measurement peri od, the system clock and the program
start time are set via a 20mA SAIL. Since the standby power
requirement is negligible compared to the battery capacity, the
instrument may be programmed months in advance of the deployment.
System endurance vari es wi th the measurement peri od,
however, typi ca 1 programs permi t navi gat i on for up to 21 months
at 12 points per day.
Upon recovery, the navigator data may be down-loaded vi a SAIL
directly to the storage medium of a suitable computer.
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The requirement to spatially track acoustic transceivers
moored as part of an Ocean Acoustic Tomography experiment has led
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and Benthos Inc. of
Falmouth, Ma, to develop an acoustic mooring navigation system.
The el ectron i cs modul e des i gned at W. H. O. I. and descri bed in
this manual is used with the BENTHOS model (ES) 210-TeSSA
acoust i c transcei ver. Together they form a Moori ng Motion
Monitoring Module (QUAD M) Interrogator.
Thi s document serves as a system hardware reference manual
for the technical, but uninitiated user." It references other
hardware manuals where appropri ate and provi des system-ori ented
information unavailable elsewhere. A copy of the interrogator
control program (PNAVLGR) is included as an addendum to this
manual.
1 .2 System ComDonents
Tracking is accompl ished by measuring round-trip ~ravel time
from the interrogator to three transponders. The transponders are
moored about three meters above the ocean floor and approximately
one water depth away from the moori ng anchor.
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Figure 1 is a block diagram of a mooring equipped to monitor
the motion of an instrument mounted near a sub-surface float.
"A", "B", and "e", are bottom-mounted acoustic transponders,
either Benthos model 210-TRI7A-GF which are recoverable or model
XT -6000 whi ch are not. The interrogator is mounted as near as
practical to the instrument tracked. The frequencies depicted
are those which were originally employed. To remain compatible
with as many tomography instruments as possible, the 13.5kHz
channe 1 has been retuned to 12. OkHz.
The interrogator pings to all three transponders
simultaneously at a predetermined time and at a predetermined
rate. The time required to receive a response from each
transponder, along with the time of day and date, are stored in
eMOS static RAM.
The operating parameters are set via the Seri~l ASeii
Instrumentation Loop (SAIL). Pre-deployment checks and data
retrieval are al so accompl i shed over the SAIL. A formal
descri pt i on of the SAI L standard is presented in U. N. O. L. S. Ref.
TAe-81-1 Aug. 1981, "Serial Aseii Instrumentation Loop (SAIL)" or










The transceiver specifications, except the electrical power
source and operat i ng 1 i fe, are as 1 i sted in the Benthos operating
manual for the (ES)210-TeSSA. These two exceptions are the result
of replacing a MieRO tape recorder and its associated control
electronics with a solid state memory and a power-switched,
mi croprocessor-based control 1 er. The transcei ver confi gured in
thi s manner wi 11 henceforth be referred to as an interrogator.
2.2 Power
Twenty-one 1.5 volt "D" size alkaline cells supply power for
the interrogator. The DURAeELL B1300- T2, wi th spot welded solder
tabs on both termi na 1 s is the preferred ce 11 .
The cells are configured as follows: Two diode-isolated
parallel strings, each consisting of 9 cells are wired in series
yielding 12 volts, then 3 cells are wired in series with the 12
volt stack to yield 16 volts. The battery thus formed is tapped at
12 volts to power the acoustic receiver and the digital electronics,
whi 1 e the 16 vol t tap suppl i es the pi nger' s power ampl~ fi er.
De-rat i ng for temperature and storage, and assumi ng an
average cell voltage of 1 volt, each cell will yield approximately
10 watt hours. The above stack is therefore rated at 210 watt hours.
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Maki ng one measurement per hour, the interrogator requi res fewer than
0.0045 watt hours. Th is yi e 1 ds an operat i ng 1 i fe in excess of 5
years, which exceeds the nominal self discharge time of an alkaline
cell. It is however, recommended that the battery be replaced before
each deployment.
2.3 Schedule
A measurement may be made as often as every three mi nutes,
or as seldom as once every 999 minutes. The time-of-day clock
must be set to the nearest whol e mi nute. Assumi ng that the
clock's oscillator was adjusted to 32.768kHz with the
interrogator at the same temperature encountered wh i 1 e deployed,
its time will be accurate to within +1- 5 minutes after 365 days,
i . e., the clock wi 11 lose or gai n about 1 second per day. The
start of a measurement sequence may be schedul ed on any whole
mi nute of the year. Leap years are not accounted for so the clock
wi 11 reset to day 1 on day 366 of a 1 eap year. Note: Interrogator
SIN 005 has an al ternate program all owi ng it to make measurements
as often as every 3 seconds or as seldom as every 999 seconds.
This system is typically employed as a recording acoustic range
fi nder for towed instruments.
2.4 Data Format
The 60K RAM (Random Access Memory) allows space for 7648
measurements whi ch, at 12 measurements per day, yi el ds a system
endurance in excess of twenty months. After the 7649th
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measurement, wh i ch wi 11 be made but not stored, the system wi 11
enter the "i dl e" mode, and no further measurements wi 11 b'e made.
Each measurement consists of a 16 bit time-of-day word, and
three 16 bit two-way travel time words. The time of day is
recorded with a resolution of one hour. An LSB of travel time is
equal to 250 uS. Measurement data, stored beginning at RAM
address 1000H, are ordered as follows:
Time of day, Travel time A, Travel time B, and Travel time e.




15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
HD HD TD TD TD TD UD UD UD UD TH TH UH UH UH UH2184218421218421
Where HD is hundreds of days, TD is tens of days, UD is uni ts of .
days, TH is tens of hours, and UH is uni ts of hours.
As an example, a time code word of I1D6H would convert to
day 047 hour 16 as follows: lID 6
00 0100 01 1 1 01 01 10
HD TD UD TH UH
o 4 7 1 6
2.5 TransDonder
The transponder specifications may be found in BENTHOS
report 0-210- TRI7A-GF or the XT -6000 Technical Manual.
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3.0 OPERATION
3. 1 Power On / Reset
Following the instructions in Benthos manual 0-210-TeSSA,
sect ion 2.1, remove the electron i cs from the pressure hous i ng.
Pos it i on the electron i cs wi th the back - plane wi ri ng fac i ng away
from you and wi th the transducer on your 1 eft. Locate the power
swi tch near the transducer end of the instrument and ensure that
it is in the "on" position. Locate the reset pins on the opposite
end of the instrument and short them together for at 1 east fi ve
seconds. This will reset the digital electronics and start the
mi croprocessor.
3.2 Connect to SAIL
eonnect to the SAIL vi a the banana jacks on the control 1 er
el ectroni cs card. Insure that the loop is closed and connect a
terminal to the SAIL / RS-232 converter. Set the terminal for
seven data bi ts, even pari ty, 1 stop bi t, and 300 baud.
3.3 Monitor Current
eonnect a digital voltmeter between test points 1 and 2
which are located on either side of Rl on the System eontrol card.
The meter wi 11 read total system current scaled at 100uA/mV.
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Once the SAI L loop is closed and a full mi nute has elapsed, the
vo 1 tmeter wi 11 read between 60 and 80 mV. If 1 ess than a mi nute has
elapsed the reading may be between .3 and .6 mV. Wait for the
higher reading which indicates that the processor is awake and ready
for SAIL control.
Note: Most of the interrogators are now equi pped wi th a LED to
mon i tor the swi tched power. Wi th these i nst ruments there is no
need to monitor the voltage across Rl. Simply wait for the LED to
1 i ght before attempting to address the interrogator.
3.4 Address
Once the mi croprocessor has detected the presence of a
closed SAIL and appl ied power to the rest of the system, the
instrument may be addressed by typing IIn where n is the
interrogator's serial number. A correctly addressed instrument
wi 11 respond wi th:
In READY
EXAMPLE 113 (--- You type this line
13 READY (--- Interrogator
(--- reply
The ":" in the above exampl e is the system prompt and sign i fi es
that the interrogator is await i ng commands. Type an H and the


































TRANSMIT A 10mS PULSE
3.5 Enteri nq Commands
To initiate a command, simply type it exactly as "it is listed
in the "HELP" fi 1 e. An error message wi 11 be pri nted in response
to an unrecognized command. Usually this message will be followed
by the "prompt", at which time you may try re-entering the
command. NOTE: Commands are NOT termi nated wi th a .Carri age
12
Return-, but All numeric entries in response to system prompts
MUST be terminated with a -Space-.
3.6 CorrectinQ Errors
Numeri c entri es are expected to be a certain number of
digits in length. For example, when entering the start hour, a
two digit figure is expected; but when entering the measurement
interval, a three digit figure is expected. Only the last n
digits typed prior to a -Space- are entered ( n is the number of
digits expected). Because of this, typing errors may be corrected
by simply typing the correct figure immediately after the error.
For exampl e, when enteri ng the measurement interval, if you
mi staken 1 y type 20 when what you rea 11 y wanted was 120, the
corrected entry would look like this: 20120. Similarly, an hour
entry of 2314234121 would be accepted as hour 21.
3.7 PROM Test
Test the system program memory by typi ng ?e and answeri ng
the questions wi th 0 over 800, and 800 over 800. Veri fy the
correct response by comparing the calculated eRe with the values
recorded on the PROMS, ie 4 and 5.
EXAMPLE ?CRe From 000 Over 800 = 994e
?CRe From 800 Over 800 = EF9A
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3.8 RA Test
Test the system RAM by typi ng I UNLOCK. The system wi 11
respond wi th OK. Then type an R. The system wi 11 respond by
typing a cosmetic "am" and the words "Test From". You answer
wi th 1000, and the system wi 11 then type Over, to wh i ch you
answer FOOO. A RAM test over thi s much memory requi res about one
mi nute and seven seconds. After each successful pass, the system
wi 11 type a *. Ten such passes woul d i ndi cate good memory. Reset
and address the system as in 3.1 and 3.4 respectively.
EXAMPLE : IUNlOCK OK
: Ram Test From 1000 Over FOOO OK (Y/N) ? Y
**********
The ! UNLoeK command is requ ired since RAM test wi 11
overwrite any measurements previously stored. The program will
automat i call y execute the ! LoeK ~ommand when the RAM test is
termi nated.
3.9 Clock Set
Set the system clock by typing ITIME DDD HH MM 00 where DDD
is the year day, HH is hours and MM is mi nutes. Si nce the
interrogator clock has a one mi nute reso 1 ut ion, seconds must
a 1 ways be entered as 00 and the clock must be started on the
mi nute. When real time is equal to the time entered, type an ~.
This will start the clock. To verify that the correct time was
entered and that the clock is running, re-address the instrument
(Section 3.4) and after the prompt, type ?T. The interrogator will
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respond wi th the current time plus one mi nute, wait for the real time
to equal the time just printed and, on the mark, printing an ~.
EXAMPLE !TIME 123 21 35 00 ø
#In
#In READY
?T 123 21:36 00 Z...~
3.10 Schedule
Set the ope rat i ng schedul e by typi ng !SCHEDUlE. The
Interrogator will ask you for Start day, hour, minute, and the
measurement i nterva 1. Termi nate all entri es wi th a SPACE. When
all parameters have been entered, the interrogator wi 11 ask
permi ss i on before act i vat i ng the schedul er.
EXAMPLE : !SCHEDUlE
Start on day = 115 Hour = 18 Mi nute = 30
Measurement interval, minutes = 060 OK (Y/N)? Y
3.11 Verify Schedule
Veri fy that the schedul e has been accepted as entered by
typi ng ?S. The interrogator wi 11 respond by typi ng the current
time and schedule in addition to the system status (ARMED, not
ARMED, or AeTIVE). If the system is AeTIVE, the number of minutes
rema i ni ng to the next measurement (i n HEX) and the current data
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address poi nter wi 11 also be shown.
EXAMPLE :?S
At 115 18: 10
Start on day = 115 hour = 18 mi nute = 30
Measurement i nterva 1 = 060 mi nutes
Schedul er is ARMED BUT NOT AeTIVE
3.12 Test PinQer ,
Test the pi nger by typi ng
respond by typi ng OK (Y/N) ?
hear the transmi t pul se.
I PING. The interrogator wi 11
If you next type a Y you should
EXAMPLE IPING OK (Y/N) Y
3.13 Final Test
Di sconnect the SAIL cabl e and observe the system current
immediately drop to some value below 100uA. At the next one
mi nute mark, the current wi 11 ri se to a 1 eve 1 near 7mA and stay
at that level for about 70mS. If the interrogator is equipped
with a LED, it will dimly flash. These observations indicate that
the interrogator is functioning correctly and the instrument may
be encased in its pressure hous i ng. Refer to section 2.1 of
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BENTHOS manual (ES) 210-TeSSA and, following instructions there,
place the electronics within the pressure housing. At this point
the interrogator is ready for deployment.
3.14 Data Recovery (fast)
When the instrument is recovered, the data which are stored
in RAM may be down loaded at a high baud rate directly to the
storage medi urn of a sui tably equi pped computer. Be careful not to
interrupt power to the system in any way as this WILL result in
lost data. Proceed as follows:
a. Remove the electronics from the pressure housing (3.1)
b. eonnect the SAIL to RS-232 converter box. (3.2)
c. Monitor current, and wait for the high reading. (3.3)
d. Repl ace the jumper pl ug located on the control card
(P3) with the cable from the 5 VOLT BAUD RATE
GENERATOR. Set the baud rate generator for 9600 baud.
(see Figure 8.)
e. eonnect the auxi 1 i ary I/O port of the computer to the
RS-232 connector on the SAIL to RS-232 converter.
f. Set thi s port for 9600 baud, seven data bi ts, one stop
bi t, and even pari ty.
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g. Us i ng the computer termi na 1 (and the appropri ate
communications program) address the interrogator. (3.4) ·
h. Type?S to verify that the system is still "AenVE",
that the clock is still running, and to obtain the data
address poi nter. Subtract 1000H from the current
address pointer, and make note of the result.
i . Type! IDLE to i nh i bi t further measurements.
j. Prepare the computer to recei ve an Ase I I data fi 1 e, and
type 1M. The system wi 11 respond by pri nt i ng From.
You respond by typi ng 1000. The system wi 11 then pri nt
Over, and you respond by typi ng the resul t of the
calculation done in 3.14 (h.) followed by a carriage
return.
The interrogator down loads two measurements per 1 i ne. A
full memory (7648 measurements) requires approximately three
mi nutes to down load.
18
4.0 THEORY OF OPERATION
4.1 Acoustic Electronics
Section 5 of Benthos report 0-210-TeSSA explains the
operation of the acoustic electronics.
4.2 Power SUDDly
Refer to Figure 2, which is a simplified block diagram of
the interrogator. The capacitor board, the 5 volt regulator, and
the low vol tage detector are the only blocks whi ch recei ve power
di rectly from the battery. The 5 vol t regul ator suppl i es power on
a continuous basis to two other blocks, the clock, and the 60K
eMOS static RAM. All other blocks are powered intermittently.
Refer to Figure 3, which is a schematic drawing of the
interrogator power supply. These components are located on the
SYSTEM eONTROL pe card. Rl is in series with the 12 volt stack,
and is used as a current sense res i stor for the ent ire
electronics package. A voltmeter placed across this resistor will
display current scaled at 100 uAlmV. The ieL 7663 is a micro-
power voltage regulator with over-current sense. The output of
this regulator is set to 5.5 volts by adjusting PI. ¡he 2N3643 is
a series pass transistor used to supply surge current during
the power-up sequence.
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purpose is to monitor the battery and at a preset voltage inhibit
further measurements in order to conserve battery power for data
retent ion. When the battery voltage drops below 6.6 volts , LV NOT
goes true (logic 0). This will stop a measurement in progress,
and inhibit any further measurements from being initiated. LV NOT
will remain true until the input voltage on PI-12 rises above 7.8
vol ts . The 1.2 vol t hysteres is prevents the swi tch from
oscillating between true and false, which could occur due to the
difference between the open circuit voltage of the battery and
the battery voltage while the system is enabled.
4.3 System Control
Refer to Figure 4. This is a schematic of the interrogator
system control. These components are located on the same card as
the power supply. 5 volt-logic power enters through diode Dl.
Thi s di ode drops approximately .5 vol ts so that vee and VDD to
all components on this card will equal about 5 volts. If this is
not the case, check the adjustment of R24.
ie 5,6, and 7 provide a once-per-minute pulse. If the
rest of the system is already powered, this pulse simply
generates an interrupt for the mi croprocessor (ieg). If the rest
of the system was not already powered, the once-per-mi nute pul se
will clock a HIGH to pin 13 of ie 4. This causes pin 4 of
ie 2 to go LOW whi ch enabl es system memory and turns on Q2.
VDD is appl ied to the remaining unpowered ies on this card
when Q2 is on. iei 1, wh i ch was already powered, now has VDD on
input pins 3 and 6. VDD is level shifted via this ie to 12 volts
and fed through PI directly to the BENTHOS electronics.
22
.
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When VDD first goes high, a reset pulse is generated via e4
charging through Ra. The reset pulse is applied directly to pin
11 of ie 15 which inhibits this ie and prevents inadvertent i/O
operati ons. The resetpul se is al so inverted vi a ie 2 and 12.
The inverted reset (eLR NOT) is level shifted via ie 11 and
routed to the BENTHOS transmitter through Pi. This signal, along
with a sl ight modification to the BENTHOS electronics, prevents
the transmitter from pinging upon power up. eLR NOT is al so
connected to ie 9 and 10. ie 9 is the mi croprocessor, and when
eLR NOT goes HIGH, program execution begins at address 0000.
The software clock is updated once the program has been
i ni t i a 1 i zed, and the UART (ie 10) is exami ned to determi ne if the
SAIL is open or closed. If the loop is found to be open, a test
is made to determi ne if it is time to beg i n a measurement cycle.
I f the loop is closed, interrupts are enabled and take over the
function of updating the clock. If the loop is open and it is not
time to begin a measurement the microprocessor generates a signal
which appears on ie 15 pin 2. This signal is then gated to the
reset pi n of ie 4 vi a the OR gate composed of ie 2 and 3. Resett i ng
ie 4 causes a HIGH to appear on pi n 4 of ie 2 whi ch wi 11 di sabl e the
memory select circuits and cause Q2 to turn off. The disable signal
is inverted by ie 3, and the LOW thus produced is connected to VDD.
Since Q2 is no longer conducting, this LOW will cause VDD to drop
rapidly.
NOTE: It is important to remember that the microprocessor reacts
to a manual reset in exactly the same fashion that it reacts to
the once-per-minute tick. For this reason, the interrogator clock,
which resides only in software, will be advanced one minute with
each manual reset, regardless of how much time has actually
elapsed.
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ie 14 and 13 di vide the IMHz clock by 250 to produce a 4
kHz square wave which is applied to pin 21 of ie 9. During a
measurement sequence, the mi croprocessor wi 11 increment three
separate counters on each ri sing edge of thi s signal. The action
begins immediately after a ping is transmitted, and continues
until either all three transponders reply or the counters
overflow. The repl y detected signal s (fl, f2, and f3) from the
BENTHOS electronics enter through PI, are level shifted by ie 12,
and 1 atched by ie 16. The output of the 1 atch is connected to
pins 22, 23, and 24 of the microprocessor; these are three of the
fl ag 1 i nes. When the mi croprocessor detects one of these fl ags,
it stops incrementing the counter associated with that reply
channel. The number remaining in the counter represents the two-
way travel time. A counter wh i ch contains all zeros has
overflowed and indicates no reply on that channel.
ie 18 converts the 20 mA SAIL levels to 5 volt eMOS levels
for the UART, and provides an output which indicates an open
loop. ie 17 divides the TPA clock signal from ie 9 by 26 to
provide the 16X clock rate the UART requi res to run at 300 baud.
The Q4 output of ie 15 and the DO output of ie 18
synchroni ze the clock. Once the time has been entered, the
microprocessor generates a signal which càuses Q4 of ie 15 to go
HIGH. This is the SET signal and is applied to the set input of
ie 6. Pi n 1 of thi s ie goes HIGH and is gated by the OR gate
formed with ie 2 and 3 to the reset inputs of ie 5,6, 7. This
stops the clock's oscillator and resets its down counters. The
start bi t of any character typed over the loop wi 11 be inverted
by ie 3 and used to clock ie 6. Thi s wi 11 remove the reset and
allow the clock's osc ill ator and down counters to operate. If
the character was not an "~", the mi croprocessor wi 11 agai n
26
generate the signal which causes Q4 of IC 15 to go HIGH, and the
cycl e repeats.
4.4 Memory Control
Refer to Figure 5. This is a schematic of the memory control
electronics. These components are located on the 64K memory card.
ie 17 gates the buffered MWR NOT and MRD NOT signals with
the DISABLE signal generated on the system control card. This
signal will go true just before power is removed from the
microprocessor. When disable is true, both XMWR NOT and XMRD NOT
are false (logic "1"). XMRD NOT being HIGH holds ie 21 reset. The Q4
output of ie 21 is appl ied to pin 8 of ie 13; and since pin 9 of
this ie is also HIGH, its output, pin 10, is LOW. This is the
memory on (or enable memory bus) signal, and when LOW, inhibits
all memory operations by de-selecting the memory chips and by
turni ng off the memory bus dri vers.
ie 16, 18, and the remaining NAND gates of ie 13 decode
the address 1 ines to produce the 8K selects which enable the
HM6264 RAM chips on this card. ie 12 decodes the proper address
1 i nes to produce the 2K selects wh i ch are requ i red by the
27e16 PROM chips., and the HM6116 RAM chips. Since the PROM is
power swi tched, the 2K selects used by these chi ps are buffered
by ie 19. ie 21 is a counter and, with ie 13, is used to truncate
the memory cycl e and thus conserve power. It is recommnded that
the jumper from pin 8 of IC 13 to pin 11 of IC 21 be moved to pin
13 of IC 21, thereby increasing the memory enabled time by IuS.
This modification, although not essential and causing a slight
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Figure Sa: Interrogator Memory (64K)





































Refer to Figure 6. This is a schematic of the system memory.
These components are located on the same card as the memory
control electronics. A 24 pin ribbon cable connects the memory
card to the system control card. The memory is fully buffered by
ie 18 and 22 which buffer the data 1 ines and ie 14 and 15 which
buffer the address and clock 1 ines. Since ie 4 and 5 are power
switched the MRD NOT signal is buffered by ie 19.
Power for thi s card is suppl i ed vi a a di sconnect through two
diodes which isolate the logic power from the memory back-up
battery. The back-up battery is composed of three AAA cell s wi red
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5.0 MODIFIED BENTOS ELECTRONICS
Slight modifications were made to the electronics supplied
by BENTHOS. The effects of these modi fi cat ions are as fo 11 ows:
a. A six-volt tap from the battery stack is eliminated.
b. Transmitting on every power-up sequence is prevented.
5.1 lOQic Board
Refer to BENTHOS drawing B-210-248. This is a schematic
for the LOGie board which must be modified to .make provision for
a power-up reset pul se. The power-up reset pul se ori gi nates on
the system control card and i nhi bi ts the pi nger duri ng the power
on cycles wh i ch occur at the rate of one per mi nute. Remove the
LOGie board from the chassis and locate ie 2, a eD4098B. Remove
the etch between pins 3, 16, and 13 of ie 2. eonnect pin 13 to
pin 16 with a short jumper. eonnect pin 3 to board i/O pin 10
wi th another short jumper. ei ean the board of fl ux, and re-coat
the patched area wi th a clear acryl i c.
5.2 Back-Pl ane
ei ip the white wire from the pin 5 end of the 10K ohm
resistor located on the eAPAeITOR card connector between pins 5
and 7. eonnect this wire to pin 10 of the LOGie card connector.
32
5.3 Battery Stack
Locate the 12 pin female MOLEX connector which exits the
battery hous i ng. Remove the orange wi re from pi n 1 of thi s
connector, and discard it. Remove the red wi re from pi n 2 and
place it in pin 1. Remove the white/red trace wire from pin 7
and place it in pin 2.
Refer to Figure 7. This is a schematic of the modified
stack. Using twenty-one B1300-T2 alkaline cells and two IN4002
diodes, construct such a stack and connect it to the molex
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+ and - i dn icate polaritu of tcell in h ~ OPa tree cell series string.
wiring on bottom of stack
wir ing on top of stack
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As a general rule, many hands are involved in the
development of an oceanographi c instrument and the interrogator
was no exception. The author wi shes to gratefully acknowl edge
contributions to this endeavor made by the following people
and organizations: Benthos, Inc. of N. Falmouth Mass. for their
support during the entire program, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography at the University of eal ifornia for funding the
publication of this document, Fred Schuler for his many helpful
comments and his aid in de-bugging the prototype, Dick Nowak who
deve loped the measurement synchron i zat i on a 1 gori thm, Bob Sp i nde 1
for his encouragement, without which the project would not have
been undertaken, and finally John Kemp and Paul Boutin for their
assi stance duri ng the "wet" tests both at Woods Hol e and from the
deck of the R/V ERLINE.
Fundi ng was provi ded by the Offi ce of Naval Research




1. The ReA eOS/MOS Integrated eircuits Manual SSD-250B
2. The ReA eMOS-LSI eircuits Manual SSD-260A
3. ReA ieAN-6581 "Power-on Reset/Run circuits for the ReA eDP1802
eOSMAe mi croprocessor"
4. ReA ieAN-6304 "Power Supplies for eOS/MOS"
5. ReA ieAN-6525 "Guide to Better Handl ing and Operation of eMOS
Integrated eircuits:
6. ReA ieAN-6576 "Power-Supply eonsiderations for eOS/MOS Devices"
7. The ReA User Manual for the eDP1802 eOSMAe Mi croprocessor MPM-
201B
8. Benthos report 0-21Ö-TRI7A-GF, "Instructi ons for the
installation, operation, and maintenance of the model 210-TR17A-
GF combi nati on commandabl e transponder and glow fl ash"
9. Benthos report 0-210-TeSSA, "Instructi ons for install ati on,
operation and maintenance of the model (ES) 210-TeSSA acoustic
transcei ver"
10. The Benthos XT -6000 Technical Manual
11. The Motorola eMOS Data Manual




Duri ng the past fi ve years, the interrogator has been
successfully employed to navigate more than twenty moorings set
as part of five major Tomography experiments fielded in the North
Atlantic, North Pacific, Gulf of Mexico, the Greenland Sea and
the Medi terrane an .
Twi ce duri ng the course of these experi ments an interrogator
has failed. One system recovered from the RTE-88 experiment
fa i 1 ed after three months of operation. Interrogator SIN 008 was
recovered from the Greenland Sea in 1989 wi th a completely
depleted battery. On inspection a leaky cell in the battery
stack was discovered and may have caused the problem. However,
both of these failures might also be attributed to a marginal
memory component forcing the program to "hang", which in turn
would disable power switching and cause the battery to drain at a
6 to 10mA rate. The modification recommended at the end of














LAEL ADDRESS FUNCTION LAEL · ADDRESS FUNCTION
----- ------- -------- ------ ------- --------
GLOBAL FFOO UART STAT. OR CHA DSHD FF30 DEC. STRT.H.D.
1 SYSTEM ERROR FLAG 1 .. .. T.D.
2 2 .. .. U.D.
3 USED BY SALTTY 3 .. .. T.H.
oj .. .. .. oj .. .. U.H.
SCRACH 5 5 .. .. T.M.
6 USED BY HTOA DSUK 6 .. .. U.M.
7 .. .. .. 7 ---------------
8 USED BY PHXIN ASHD 8 ASCII STRT.H.D.
9 .. .. ..
-9 .. .. T.D.
A A .. .. U.D.CRCHI B CRC HIGH BYTE B .. STOP CHAR.
CRCLO C CRC LOW BYTE ASTH C .. STRT.T.H.
D D .. .. U.H.STRAD E STORE ADDRESS HI E .. STOP CHA.
F .. .. LO ASTM F .. STRT T .M.
HD FF10 DEC. H. DAYS ASUK FFo40 ASCII STRT. U.M~
1 .. T. .. 1 .. STOP CHA.
2 .. U. .. 2
3 .. T. HOURS GOFLG 3 GO FLAG HI AA -
oj .. U. .. 4 .. .. LO SET
5 - .. T. MINUTES DIHM 5 DEC. INT. H.M.
6 .. U. .. 6 .. .. T.M.TICK 7 TICK FLAG 7 .. .. U.M.
NXTH 8 ASCII H. DAYS 8
9 _w_ .. T. .. 9
A .. U. .. AIHM A ASCII INT.H.M.
B ASCII SPACE B .. .. T.M.
C .. T. HOURS C .. .. U.M.
D .. U. .. D .. STOP CHA.
E .. . CHACTER E.
F .. T. MINUTES F
FF20 --""SCII U. MINUTES FF50
1 -- .. STOP CHARACTER 1
2 2 _
3 3
HEXMI 4 lIEX MEAS. INT. HI 4
5 _0-__- .. .. .. LO 5
MINOW 6 --HEX MINS . TO NEXT HI 6
7 _w_ _ .. .. .. .. La 7
8 8
S1HD 9 ---DEC. TIME + 1 MIN. 9
A ---.. .. T.D. A
B --- .. " U.D. B




E ---- " II T.M. E
S1UM F --- -- .. II U.M. F
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INCGATO CCOLDATA u: (PNVL.l1AC) MACRo-18 3.36 PAGE 1
TISU INCGTO CCOL!DATA lD (PNVL.MAC)WODS HO ccC INST. OC mG
Ver. 1.1 27 Feb. 1985 By Steve Liatore
,
; Copyght (c) 1985 1000 Hole Ocaphc Intitution.
; Al rights resered.
;A SA catible micro-po Controller I Data ù:er for the
;Beth ~-M Tranceiver. Al sta 1802 nmtor function
;are imlemted alon with exenive self test capailties.
;The 60k (FO) RA mery allOl space for 764 mets.
;The 7649th meemt wil not be store, an wil caus th
;sytem to idle. A meuremt will coist of a 16 bit tim
;coe wo, an thee 16 bit tw wa travel tim word. When
;outpt to dik there will be tw mets per lie. An LS





15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
HDHDTDTDTDTD UDUDUDUD'm'mUHUHUHUH2184218421218421
;Meemt data wil be stored in mery be at address
;100 an ordered as follOl:
;TI COE, TRVF TI A, TRVF TI B, AN TRVF TI C.
To assele th proam usin the IB PC/AT sytem:
Fit exte the Z80M ca to enter the CP 1M SH
;1) Ty M18 =PVL.MAC
;2) After the sytem prt ty L18.
;3) After the I. prat ty Ip:oo
;4) Ne ty PNVL,PNVL/N/X/E
;5) Aner th MJ question with N
;6) At the sytem prat re-ter OO by tyin E
;7) Us a wo pror to divide PNVL.HE. '!e
tw new files will be nam PRe.HE an PROO.HE.
'!e PR file cotai addesse 0 th 817 an the
PR file cota addresses ?F thI FI.
; 8) Ne ty OO.
;9) At the sytem prat typ UDLl.
;10) To bu the first PRC ty PROO an to bu the
sec PR ty PROO.
;11) Retur to the sytem by tyin BYE
C INE I:r .MACC *************C * I!N .MAC *C *************
C
C
C ;+ THS sm OF CODE 10 IN AL REIST +
C
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C
100 C RA BJ 100 ; DE ST OF RAFO C SI BJ OFO ;DEF Al OF RAFF C GU BJ R1SIZ-0100H ;DEF GW PAGEFF C STac En R1SIZ-olH ; STac BEmS HE
C
~~' C cs ;COE RETIDR
C ORG OOH ; ST AT ~~
C
~~' 71 C mI: DIS ; DISALE mrUP
001' 00 C DB OOH ;SE X AN P ro 0
002' F8 00 C LOI OO ; ID zm
00' A6 C P1 R6 ;mr
00' B6 C PH R6 ;R6 (SC LI)
00' AS C P1 R8 ; AN 
007' as C PH R8 ;R8
00 ' A9 C P1 R9 ;AN
00' B9 C PH R9 ;R9
ooA' AS C P1 RB ; AN 
OO' BB C PH RB ;RB
OO' AC C P1 RC ;AN
OO' BC C PH RC ;RC
ooE' AD C P1 RD ;AN
OO' BD C PH RD ;RD
0010' AE C P1 RE ; AN 
0011' BE C PH RE ;RE
0012' AF C P1 RF ; AN 
0013' BF C PH RF ;RF
0014' F8 03' e LOI HIGH (IN) ; SE UP R1 ro BE
0016' B1 C PH R1 ;'m IN POIN
0017' F8 62' C WI lL (IN)
0019' A1 C P1 R1
oolA' F8 FE C WI HIGH (Sloo ; SE UP R2 ro BE
OOe' B2 C PH R2 ;'m mac POIN
OOlD' F8 FE e WI ID (STCK)
OOlF' A2 e P1 R2
0020' F8 03' e LOI HIGH (aKC);SE UP R3 ro BE 'm
0022' B3 e PH R3 ;PR RmST
0023' F8 A4' C WI UN (aKe)
0025' A3 C P1 R3
0026' F8 00' C LOI HIGH (CA) ; SE UP R4 FO 'm
0028' B4 e PH R4 ;CA Ra POIN
0029' F8 3A' C WI LO (CA)
0028' A4 C P1 R4
002C' F8 00' C WI HIGH (RE) ; SE UP R5 ro BE
oo2E' B5 C PH R5 ;'m RE POIN
oo2F' F8 48' e LOI I. (RE)
0031' AS C Pl R5
0032' F8 FE C LOI HIGH (GI) ; SE UP R7 ro BE
0034' B7 C PH R7 ;TH GW POmr
0035' F8 00 C LOI LO ( GIAL)
0037' A7 C Pl R7
C
C ; At th point, all regters are preset, so exection
C ;be in regter RJ.
C
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¡+ AI MACl C1 BY SA.MAC AR i. Hr +


















¡Bm MACR RE;00 LI¡RE
¡oo MACR RE





¡Bm MA æR¡oo LI
¡RD STTU DD
¡BR al æR FL
.
r
¡He is a MA lIch wh caed wi setiy
¡int dier an cæ th with a cher¡st st in pet ii. Un
¡ca wi caus th MACR to ext with a
¡na ze ret pMíní1' in th~.
¡\U? MACR DD ¡Bm MACR DD
. SA ¡oo LI
CA cmAR ¡CA SU
DW lK ¡PAS wa
æR? ;RECT TO FLGS
Gl RC ¡GE cmAR RET
mi ¡OO OF MACR lK?
,
¡ He is a MACR lIch when caed wi int an
¡AS cher th ext with tht chacter




; 00 LIST¡CA SURO IN
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;RECl TO FLGS; RF CHCl
;mD MACR DA?
,
;He is a MAOO whch wi ca SATl, pa the










;'l MACR recer th SYS' Fl. '1 flag is
;sto in RA a: lotiai hi tb th dict
;flag. Bit 0 incate whth or no th syte is
;ux, an bit 7 is us by th at rotin.















;+T AR TH RCA ST CA AN RE RO.+

















;R3 IS POIN AT 'l FI; nlW m 'l SU
;TH IS A "PUBLIC RC
;POIN TO 'l S'
;FU R6 W TO 'l STc(
;AN PRAR rr TO POIN TO;ARGU. TH mx
;TO A næ WCTIW
;C' R3 TO R6
;GE TH SU AD
;AN PASS rr TO R3
1N'l a:TA WG (PNVU.MAC) MACR18 3.36 PAGE 1-4
~ HO OCC INST. OC mG
007' CO 0039' C IÆ mT ;RU TH SUCU IN R3
C ;
C ;TH is TH RE RO, rr Rm IN R5
C
00' D3 C El: SE R3 ;RE TO MA l'
00' C RE. . ;'l IS A ''FC ROOTINE"
00' 96 C GH R6 ;CJ R6 mr R3
. Q0' B3 C PH R3 ; R3 a: 'm RE
00' 86 C Gl,) R6 ¡AD
Q0' A3 C PW R3
00' E2 C me R2 ¡FO TO 'm ST
00' 12 C lN R2 ¡GE Ol VM æ R6
001' 72 C Ul ¡AN RE rr TO R6
002' A6 C PW R6
003' FO C Ul
00' B6 C PH R6












C ¡'I ~ti ca th AS ch in th
C ¡low ha of RC to a me digit, shts th he digit
C ¡foo (4) pla to th lef an retu with it in
C ¡th lo ha of RC.
.C ¡00' 8C C A'l: : GI RC ¡GE 'm AS aJ.
009' rF 30 C SK "0" ¡TO SM ?
OO' æ 00' C Ul mm ¡IF SO ro nm
OO' Be C PH RC ¡SAVE RET
OOF' 8C C GI RC ¡RE
00' rF 47 C SK "G" ¡'1 Ia ?
002' C3 001' C IB mm ¡IF SO ro nm
005' 9C C GH RC ¡CH MI AS BIA
00' rF OA C SK OA ¡IS rr 0 ~ 9 ?
00' æ 0071' C Ul ii ¡ IF SO ai IS ix
00' 9C C GH RC ¡RE
00' rF 11 C SK 11 ¡ IS rr AS ?
00' CB 001' C Ul mm ¡IF K7 ro nm
001' 9C C GH RC ¡RE
0072' rF 07 C SK 07 ¡RE AI BIA
0074' CO 008' C U3 SH ¡ro SH
0071' 9C C HI: GH RC ¡RE
008' FE C SH: SI ¡ SB LE 4 TI
009' FE C SI
007A' FE C SI
0018' FE C SI
oo7C' AC C PI RC ;HE DIGI TO RC UN
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007D' F8 00 C WI OO ;CL æR FLGS
007F' Be C PH RC ;AN im FLG
C RE ;BAOC TO MA
00' D5 c+
001' F8 01 C AE: WI OlH ; SE im FLG
0083' Be C PH RC
C RE ;BAOC ro MA












C ¡'I suti ca th HE dit in th
C ¡ 101 ba of RC to an AS dlct, aD retu
C ¡with th di in th high ba of Re.
C
005' 8C C ir" GO RC ¡GE 'm HE DIGI. .
006' FA OF C AN om ;MA HIGH BY
00' Fe 30 C ADI 30 ¡AD AS BIA
OQ' BC C PH RC ¡SAVE RET
OO' FE 3A C SK JA ¡ IS IT NUC ?
00' æ 004' C Ul Ai ¡IF SO ai IS im
00' 9C C GH Re ¡oi,
001' Fe 07 C AD 07H ¡AD 1I BI
003' Be C PH RC ¡SAVE RET








C ¡+ AD AS BIA AN mE +
c
C (RC)
C ¡'I suti wi ad 30 he to th by
C ¡poted at by R7 i sto th ret usin RA
C ¡as a pote, th iit th pote.
C ;'I optioo wi be rete n ti as
C ¡spied by th in1i by follOO th
C ¡ca introo.
C
005' 46 C IY: ID R6 ;GE RE VA
00' AC C PW RC ; SE CO
007' 47 C ADIA: ID R7 ;GE DIGI
46



































































































¡¡ + mAY PR mxoo +
,
¡'l suti wi del pr exticn by an ait
¡of ti eqvaent to (12 +168) /Fe wh ~e is th syte
¡cloc fr an N is a tw by vaue sped by th

























¡US RC AS A ro c:
¡aN mr RC
¡WE EJ 'I zm
¡SP:w 'I BA¡EL, ai
¡DE c: AN TE Fæ
¡lU ZO VA
¡B; O' IJ¡AN am
¡RE 'I Hl tm o: = ~~
C IN RS.HAC
C AAAAl.Al.l.AAAAAC * RS2A.HA *C l.Al.l.l.l.AAAAl.AA
C
C
C ;+ RIGH SH n Bll mæ RB 'I RA +
CC (RA, RB, RC)
CC ¡'I suti wi right sht a sinle bitC ;fra regter B to reter A. 'l opticn
C ;wi be repeted a num of tim as spiedC ¡by the bye fo1. th cal inticticn.
C
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007' 46 C RS: LI R6 ;GE RET VA00' AC C PW RC ;US RC AS A c:
009' 9B C Sl: GH RB ;RIGH SH A BIT
OO' F6 C SH ;FR RB TO RA
OO' BB C PH RB
OO' 8B C GW RB
OO' 76 C RS
- OO' AB e Pl RB
OO' 9A C GH RA
OO' 76 e RS
OO' BA e PH RA
OO' SA C GW RA
OO' 76 C RS
OQ' AA C Pl RA
00 ' 2C C m: RC ;DE ax
OO' 8C C - GW RC ¡TE Eæ ZO AN
fX' CA 009' C im SB in' mi















e ¡'l suti wi ty th me :icate
C ¡by th ca. '! loo wi be cætiuay iito,
C ¡An er aoti wi ca th ro to
C ¡ext. '! sttu lI an th la ch ty
C ¡wi be avabe in RC up exti th roti.
e .,
OO' C SAlll": : ¡A PUC RI
OO ' F: e SE R7 ¡US R7 AS TH PO~
OO' F8 04 C WI im (SCæ-i) ¡pooo TO A SC
OO' A7 C Pl R7 ¡IJCl m RA
OO' SA C GW RA ¡ SAVE CI 1i
~~' 73 e mc ¡POlN
Cll' 9A e GH RA
Cl2' 73 e S'
Cl3' 46 C LI R6 ¡GE mG! HA CF
OO' BA e PH RA ¡ME AD
oo' 46 e LI R6 ¡GE im HA CF(0' AA e Pl RA ¡MEGE 1i
e
C ¡Ente th suti he if th ad of th data
e ¡to ty is al in reer RA.
e ;
OO7' F: C lM:: SE R7 ¡US R7 AS TH PO~
OO' F8 00 C LDI OO ;1'00 TO A SCTC
QO' A7 e Pl R7 ;IaTICl IN RA
48
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~ HO OCC rnST. OC mG
0000' 6E C rn DATA ;CL U1 DA BIT
ooOC' E7 C nl : SE R7 ;RE POIN TO R7
0000' 6F C rn ST'l ;GE U1 ST'l
ooDE' FA 10 C AN lOB ; is 'l JJ 0P ?
ooEO' C2 ooE9' C WZ TS ; IT ll TE FO TH
ooE3' F8 80 C WI 80H ;O'WI,
ooES' Be C PH RC ; SE FLG
- ooE6' co 0100' C æR TX ;AN RE
OO' 6F C TS: rn ST'l ;GE UA ST'lS
ooEA' FE C sm ; IS 'l 'l ?
OQ' CB OO' C æN 'l ; IT N:, RE TR
QO' OA C 1m RA ;GE NE æAC'
OO' rn 7E C XR S' ;MEGE ov ?
ooFl' C2 0100' C i. TX ;IF so EK
OO4' EA C SE RA ;omWI, TY 'l
OO' 66 C OO DATA ;æACT
C CA mJ ;im 'm lO FO
OO' D4 c+
ooF7' 0145' C+
OO' 9C C GH RC ;AN nm.?
OO' CA 0100' C Ul TX ;IF SO, EK
OQ' 2A C DB RA ;WA 'm Il æl.
OO' EA C SE RA ;T' 'm SA AS
QO' 8C C Gl RC ;'l æAC' JUST
0100' F3 C xæ ;RF ?
0101' CA 0108' C Ul BA ;IF SO,
0104' 1A C IN RA ;REæ POIN
0105' co OO' C æR 'l ;AN CX
0108' F8 02 C BA: WI 02H ;ai, SE nAG
010A' Be C PH RC
0100' F8 03 C TX: Wi 1m (sæCH-2) ;RE OI ADæE
01OD' A7 C Pl R7 ;POnm
010E' 47 C ID R7
01OF' BA C PH RA
010' 47 C LD R7
01' AA C Pl RA









C ; + AS FO Fi PrSSIOO TO CA OO A ai +
C
C ;
C ;Ty OK ? (Y/N an input a re. Set RC.O to 00
C ;up detecin a"Y". Ext up detecin an er
C ;with th UA statu wo re in RC.l.
C




IN'r a:DATA!1 (PNVL.MAC) MACR18 3.36 PAGE 1-9lC HO OCc ruST. OC F.
0116' 043' C DW OK
0118' 9C C GH RC ;IJ Fæ UA æR
0119' CA Ol2' C U3 ms ;mT IF ra
C CA IN ;GF RESE
011C' D4 c+
Oli' 0145' c+
Oli' 9C C GH RC ;IJ Fæ UA Ei
. 012' CA 0l2' C U3 ms ;mT IFFO012' 8C C GW RC ;WA 'm RE A "Y" ?012' m 59 C XR ''Y' ; IF NJ EX
0126' CA 0l2' C Ul EX ;0l, SE RC.O012' AC C Pl RC ;ro () AN EXO!' C EX: RE ;ro SA012' D5 c+
C IN a:AR.MAC
C *4U.J.44444J.J.U.




C ;+ ctAR RE S' Wl S' S' +
C
C (RA + RC)
C
C ;'l suti wi setialy int clcter
C ;an ca th with a clcter str sto in
C ;pet me. Unfu o: wi
C ;ca th suti to ext lea a na
C ;ret in th ICl ba of reter C
C01' 46 C a:AR: Ul R6 ;GE AD OF012' BA C PH RA ;DD ro a:AR012' 46 C Ul R6 ;US RA AS012' AA C Pl RA ;æA POINO1' C Cl: CA IN ;GE A CIO1' D4 C+
013' 0145' C+
0132' 9C C Gß RC ;UX Fæ FlGS
0133' CA 0144' C Ul OI ; IF FO El016' 8C C GW RC ;0l, a:AR
0137' EA C SE RA ;Wl ST æACT018' F3 C xæ ;AR 'm TH SA ?
0139' CA 0143' C Ul DIE ; IF NJ EX01' lA C me RA ;WA 'mT TH lA
013D' F8 7E C LDI S' ;æACT ro BE013' F3 C XO ;caAR ?
0140' CA 012' C Ul Cl ; IF NJ CC
0143' AC C DIF: Pl RC ;EI SE a:AR





C * lN.MAC *
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O14B' FA 10 C
014D' C2 0154' C






015' æ 014A' C
0159' FA OS C
015' C2 0162' C






0164' rn 23 C
0166' CA 016C' C




















;+mr CHCT AN U1 ST'lS FlG TO REST C +
(RC)
,
;'l surotin wi1Oto th U1 until
;eith th UX is op or data is avaable.
;If data is avaable, th chcter wi be
;int an place in th lCM ha of RC. '1
;high ha of RC wi o:ta th statu flag.
IN. . ;A PUC Ra
LDI 00 ;FOIN TO A SCTC
Pl R7 ;uxW
PH RC ;RE ST Fl
SE R7 ;X FOIN TO sæ
ND: IN ST ;GE tm ST
AN lOR ;IS 'l lD aD ?
IB TS ;IF SO TE FC DA
LDI SO ;omWI,
PH RC ;SE :æ E1RE ;AN RE
TS: im R7 ; RE ST
SH ;IS DATA AVA ?
UI ND ; IF N:, 'm AGA
AN OS& ;omWI,UX Et
IB DATA ;æR
LDI 20 ; IF FO SE E1
PH RC ;ANRE ; EX. 0l,
DAT1: IN DATA ;GE 'l æACT
Pl RC ;AN PLCE IN RC Wi
XR "I" ;IS IT A "I"
æN DA ; IF N: RE
LDI 40 ;aiSE SE





; + WA RB 1I A FO DIGI HE ~ +
(RB + RC)
,
;'l sutin wi loa RB with a fou digit hex
;num. Q:y the last fou hex digits ty ar
51
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C ¡enter. No he entres will caus th rotin
C ¡to ext.
C
016D' C GE. . ¡TH WI BE A PUC
016D' F8 00 C LDI OO ¡a. Rm B
016F' AB C PI RB
0170' BB C PH RB
- 0171' C GE: CA IN ¡GE A CHCl
0171' D4 C+
0172' 0145' c+
0174' 9C C GH RC ;TE U1 ræ mm
0175' CA 0195' C im XG ¡IF ra mT
C CA A'l ;c: AS TO HE
0178' D4 c+
0179' 00' c+
O17B' 9C C GH RC ¡UX ræ ~ mI
017C' CA 015' C im XG ¡IF ra mT, EL
01 7F' 8C C GO RC ¡'l HE DIGI
0180' Be C PH RC ¡TO HIGH B1 CF RC
0181' F8 04 C -lDI 04 ¡PRAR TO SH
0183' AC C PW RC ¡BE ai TO RB
0184' 9C C SH: GH RC ¡Bm SH
0185' FE C sm
0186' Be C PH RC
0187' 8B C GI RB
0188' 7E C RS
0189' AB C PI RB
01SA' 9B C GH RB
O18B' 7E C RS
O18C' BB C PH RB
O18D' 2C C IE RC ;IS TH 'm ra
018E' 8C C GI RC ¡SB ?
018F' CA 0184' C I. SH ; IF NJ SB AG
012' CO 0171' C IB GE ;n. GE lG DIGI















C ¡'I sutin wi int an stor n dec digits
C ; l: at th ad spied by th tw byes
C ¡follow th ca intrctai. '! num of byes
C ¡ to sto is spied by th sinle bye fo:L
C ¡th ca. Ooy th last n digits ty wi be sto.
C ¡Er an naec entres cause an ext whch
C ¡leaves th statu wo in RC.l an the last digit
C ¡ty in RC.O. 00: n may not be grter than 4.
52
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C
0196' 46 C INEX: ID R6 ;GE ST ADDRS
0197' BD C PH RD ;AN PLCE IN RD
0198' 46 C LD R6
0199' AD C PW RD
019A' F8 00 C LDI OO ;ZÆ RE B
019C' AB C PW RB
- 019D' BB C PH RB
019E' C GEEX: CA IN ;00 A CHCT
019E' D4 C+
019F' 0145' C+
om' 9C C GH RC ;'m Fæ æR
000' CA 01C9' C Ul XI ;EX IF Ei IS FO
C CA AT ;a: TO HE
OlA' D4 C+
01A6' 00' c+
OW' 9C C em RC ;EX IF mr HE
000' CA 01C9' C I1 mm
OlAC' 8C C Gl RC ;'m Fæ IE
OlA' FF AO C SK 01 ;AN' SE Ei Fl
O1' C3 OlC6' C lB XI ;IF mr DE
01B2' F8 04 C ID 04 ;ai, US R9
OlB' e A9 C PW R9 ;AS A~, SH
01BS' 8C C SH: Gl RC ;'l DIGl A BIT AT
O1' FE C SH ;TI TO RB.
01B7' AC C PW RC
O1' 8B C Gl RB
01B9' 7E C RS0l' AB C PU RB
OlB' 9B C GH RB
OlB' 7E C RS
000' BB C PH RB
OlB' 29 C m: R9
OlB' 89 C Gl R9 ;'m Fæ FO SH
OLCO' CA01B5 ' C I1 SH ;SH AG IT mr ix
olc3' co 019' C IB GE ;ai, GE NE DIGl
C
OlC6' F8 01 C XI: WI 01 ;INICA ll
OLC8' Be C PH RC ;AN RE TO SA
OlC9' 22 C mm: DE R2 ; SAVE 'l cc
OlCA' 8C C Gl RC ;CF RE C
OlCB' 73 C ST
OlCC' 9C C GH RC
OleD' 73 C ST
OlCE' 46 C LD R6 ;00 NU OF DIGI
01eE A9 C PU R9 ;TO S'
OlD' C ST: CA RS2A ;SH A DIGl _TO RA
OlD' D4 c+
OlDl' 007' C+
OlD3' 04 C DB 04
01D' 9A C GH RA ; SH TO LS
O1' F6 C SH
OlD' F6 C SH
01D' F6 C SH
01D' F6 C SH
01D' 5D C SI RD ;ST DEc DIGl
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OIDA' 2D C DEX: RD
¡ADST POIN
OlD' 29 C DE R9
OlD' 89 C Gl R9 ¡ST N DIGl ?
OlD' CA 01.' C Ul S' ¡IF SO RE RC
OlI' 12 C IN R2
om' 42 C U) R2
om' Be C PH RC
_ OW' 42 C ID R2








C ¡ + æ: ræ AN ia RB wr A BE NU +
C
C ¡ (RC)
C ¡'l suti wi pr th Opto for
C ¡ a he næi us th pr me ad
C ¡by th inli co afte th ca :i.
C ¡Ony"th lat foo he dits ty ar ente.
C ¡UA er an JØ entres ca th ro
C ;to ext with a Da-z vaue ~;n;1\ in Re.l
C ;
01E' C PB' . ;A PUC RO..
01E' F: C SE R7 ¡US R7 AS A POmr
O1' F8 09 C WI IO (sa) ;SAVE 'm a: (£
O1' A7 C PW R7 ¡Rm RA
om' SA C Gl RA ;FI 'm Wi Bl
Olæ' 73 C mm
OU' 9A C GI RA
OD' 73 C mm ¡Tß 'm HIGH HA
Ol' 46 C 1M RG ¡GE HIGH H1 C£
QU' BA C PH RA ¡ME AD
oi ' 46 C ID R6 ¡GE 10 HA CF
om' AA C PW RA ¡MEGE An
C CA lT ¡T' 'l ME
O1' D4 c+
01F' OO7' C+
OlF' 9C C GI RC ¡u: FC UA mR
01F' CA om' C Ul EX ¡mT IF FO
C CA GE ¡GE 'l BE NU
01F' D4 c+Q1' Ol6D' c+
OU' 9C C GI RC ¡GE 'l ST lQ
01F' FA FE C AN OmI ¡MA lm Fl
OU' CA 021' C Ul EX ¡mT Cf UA æR
0202' 8C C Gl RC ¡1m 'l lO mI
0203' m 20 C XR SPACE ¡A SPACE ?
020' C2 021' C l. ClCI ;IF so RE æR FlG
020' 8C C Gl RC ¡lI 'm N: mr
020' mOD C XR CR ;A CAGE RE ?
020' C2 0219' C l. ClCI ; IF so RE æR FlG
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020E' F8 10 C LOI lOB ;OmEIUlISE INICATE
0210' Be C PH RC ;A im mI AN
om' F8 08 C EX: LDI I£ (SCæ+3) ;PRAR TO RE RA
0213' A7 C PI R7
0214' 47 C I1 R7 ;GE OI RA HI
0215' BA C PH RA ;PO IT BACK
0216' 47 C I1 R7 ;GE OI RA LD
.0217' AA C PI RA ; PO IT BACK
C RE ;00 BACK ro SA
0218' D5 c+
C
0219' F8 00 C Cl: WI 00 ;ci æR FUGS
021' Be C PH RC












C ;'l suti cover th he cotets of
C ;th lo ha of RC to tw AS cb, st
C ;th chct at "AS", an ty th via SAlll"lY.
C
021' C TY:: CA ir ;cx IJ BY
02' D4 c+
022' 005' C+
022' F8 07 C WI IJ (SCæl2) ;PRAR ro ST -
022' A7 C Pl R7 ;RET OF CX
022' F: C SE R7
0226' F8 7E C WI ST ; S' Tl ST
022' 73 C ST
022' 9C C GH RC ;GE RET OF ai
022' 73 C S' ;AN ST IT
022' 8C C GU RC ;GE RE ro CX
022' F6 C SH ; IJ æD BY
022' F6 C SH
022' F6 C SH
022' F6 C SH
0230' AC C PI RC
C CA ir ;cx HIGH æD
0231' D4 c+
0232' 005' c+
023' 9C C GH RC ; BY, GE RET
0235' 57 C ST R7 ;AN ST IT
C CA SA'I ; 'l 'I
0236' D4 c+
0237' OO' c+
0239' FF C DW SCæ
C RE
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C ; + GE '1 Fa DIGI Hr NU +
C
C (RA + RB + RC)
C ;
C ;'f su ob tw foo digit he nu.
C ;'l fit ii is pl in RA, th se in RB.
C
023' C GE. . ;TH IS A PUC.
C CA PB ;PR ræ FI
023C' D4 c+
02' 01' C+
023' 03D' C W mi ;lU
0241' 9C C GH RC ;TE ræ UA æR
024' CA 0252' C U3 ~ ;mT IF nm FC
02' 9B C GH RB ;PICE FI Nt
024' BA C PH RA ;m Rm RA
0247' 8B C GU RB
024' AA C PI RA
C CA PB ;PR ræ sr
024' D4 c+
024' O1' C+
024' OJ' C W ov ;NU
om' 9C C GB RC ;UX ræ UA nm
024' CA 022' C U3 ~ ;EX IF æR mi




C J.J.J. J.J. J.J.J.J.J.J.




C ; + CA A NE at VA +
C
C
C ;'f suti wi caoiate a ne vaue at ea
C ;ti it is caed. 'l old vaue wi be over
C ;wrtten, th ad pointe ( RA ) wi be
C ;inted, an th bloc cote ( RB ) wi
C ;be dete
C
0253' F8 OB C CAC: im lD (CRam ;POmI 'r eRC HI
0255' AC C Pl RC ;USE RC AS TH POIN
025' F8 FF C WI HIGH (CRCH)
0258' Be C PH RC
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0259' F8 00 C WI 00 ;FOlN ro A SCTC
0258' A7 C PW R7 ;I.TICN WI GU
025' IX C SE RC ;FOlN ro CRC HI BY
025D' 4A C LI RA ;GE ME BY
025E' F3 C xæ ;xæ wr liY BY
025F' 57 C ST R7 ;SAVE RET
0260' F6 C SH ;DIV RET
- 0261' F6 C SH ;BY 16
0262' F6 C SH
0263' F6 C SH
0264' F: e SE R7 ;FOIN ro RET
025' F3 e xæ ;OF FI xæ AN xæ
026' 57 e ST R7 ;WI RET OF DIV
0267' FE e sm ;MlTIY BY 16
0268' FE e sm
0269' FE e sm
026A' FE e sm
02' Ie C IN RC ;PO AT æc ID ir
026C' IX e SE Re
026D' F3 e D ;xæ WI RET OF
026E' 2C e IE RC ;JlY, AN S'
026F' 5C e ST RC ;RET AT æc HI ir
0270' 07 e Il R7 ;GE m3T æ SE
0271' F6 e SH ;XO, AN DIV
0272' F6 e SH ;rr BY 8
0273' F6 e SH
0274' F3 C xæ ;xæ WI CRe HI ir
0275' 5C e ST_ RC ;RET IS NE CR HI
0276' 07 e Il R7 ;GE RET æ SE
0277' FE e sm ;xæ AN
028' FE e sm ;MlTI rr BY 32
0279' FE e sm
om' FE C sm
0278' FE e sm
027e' F: e SE R7 ;xæ 'l PR WI
02' F3 e D ;'m PR OF 'm
om' 1e e IN RC ;FI lfTIY
02' 5C e ST RC ;RET IS NE æc ID










C ;+ IN TH cu BY al MI +
C
C (RA + RC)
C ;
C ;'l sutin wi int th softw
C ; cloc by cn miute. The ye day will be
C ;rest to 001 cn da after ye day 365,
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C ;i.e., lea yea not alôwed ! A s~ cloc
C ;lich is always ro miute ah of th sytem
C ¡cloc wi al be inted. If th "00" flag
C ;is set, the vaue at MI wi be dected.
C ;If the new vaue at M: is eq to 1, Q wi be
C ;set incatin th sta of a met se.
C ;
C ¡Rese seen loctiai in RA to hold dec
C ¡tim coe data of th sytem cloc.
C
mo C lI En GU lOB ¡HU OF DAYS
m6 C UK En GU16H ¡UN OF HI
C ¡
C ¡Rese seen loctiai in RA to hold dec
C ¡ti co data of th sytem cloc tim + 1 miute.
C
FF C S1 En Gl29 ¡IR (E DASFF C S1UK En GU2m ¡UN OF MI (+1)
C
C ¡Re tw loctiai in RA to hold th "(1' flag.
C ¡'l fla wh set wi be = AM. '! lOi ha of th
C ¡"OO" fla is set in SC.MAC. A sufu cm
C ¡betw th cut tim an th st ti wi set th
C ¡high ha.
C
FF43 C OO En GIH ¡OO FlG
C
C
0282' 7B C MlCl:: ~ ¡US Q AS A UX c:
0283' E7 C SE R7 ¡USE R7 AS A FOlN
028' F8 16 C WI l£ (UK ¡FOlN AT SYS' TI
0286' A7 C K2: PW R7 ¡ST HE Fe sm PAS
028' (f C im R7 ¡GE UN OF MI
0288'- AA C PW RA
0289' 1A C m: RA ¡AD 1 MI
028' SA C GW RA ¡GE NE MI. CO
028' m OA C XR OAB ¡IS 1' lØ 10 ?
028' CA 034E' C æN S' ¡ IF ll, ST NE MI.
C
029' 73 C ST ¡ST A 0 AT U.M.
0291' (f C 1m R7 ¡GE TmS OF HI
0292' AA C PW RA
0293' 1A C lN RA ¡AD 1 TO Tm MI. æl.
0294' SA C GW RA ¡GE NE ni MI. æl.
0295' m 06 C XR O6H ¡is IT lU MI 60 ?
0297' CA 034' C Ul S' ¡IT tm ST NE T.M.C.
C
029A' 73 C ST ¡ sr 0 AT ni
029' 07 C 1m R7 ¡GE UN OF HO
029C' AA C PW RA
029' 1A C lN RA ¡AD 1 TO UN OF HR.
029E' SA C GW RA ¡GE NE U .H. CO
029F' m OA C XR OAR ¡is IT lU 10 ?
02Al' C2 034A' C LB IN ¡IF SO lN. T.H.
02A4' SA C GW RA ¡ RE NE U .H. 00.
02A' FB 04 C XR 04 ; is IT NJ 4 ?
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02A7' CA 034' C rn S' ;IF NJ S' NE U.H.C.
C ;
C ;'! unts of ho coter is no 4. If th te of ho
C ;coter is no 2, both these coter wi be ret, an
C ;th unts of da coter wi be inemte.
C
Q2A' 27 C mx R7 ;romr AT Tm OF BO
02A' 47 C LO R7 ;GE Tm OF BO
02AC' rn 02 C XR 02H ;IS IT lU 2 ?
02A' CA 034' C I1 S' ; IF 00 S' A 4 AT UH
02B' 73 C ST ;zm'I mr OF BO
02B2' 73 C ST ;zm 'I Tm OF BO
C ;
C ;'1 loo wi up date th da cote.
C
02' F8 03 C WI 038 ;SE UX a:
028' AC C Pl RC
028' 07 C UP: 1m R7 ;GE A DAY DIGI
02B7' AA C Pl RA
028' 1A C oc RA ;AD 1 DA a:
028 ' SA C GW RA ;GE NE DA CX
02 ' rn OA c XR OAR ;IS IT lO 10 ?
02B' CA 034' C I1 S' ; IF 00 S' NE DAY a:
02B' 73 C ST ;zm TH DIGI
02C' 2C C IE RC ;Dæ. UX Cl
02C' 8C C GW RC ; IF TH CC IS
02C' CA 028' C I1 UPTE ;zm EX 'm UX
C ;
C ;If it is ye da 366, rest to da oo
c ;
02C' C9 0353' C LYP?: ~ PS ;rom AT S1 sm PAS
02' F8 10 C WI im (lI) ;c: PO AT HD
02 ' A7 C LYP: Pl R7 ;FO AT Ht OF DAYS
02' 47 C LDA R7 ;IS IT DA 30n ?
02C' rn 03 C XR 038 ; IF 00 RE 'I MA.
02C' CA 02E' C I1 TS ;IF IT lm DA 3on,
02D' 47 C im R7 ;IS IT DA 36n ?
0202' FB 06 C XR 06 ; IF 00 RE 'I MA.
020' CA 02' C I1 TS ;IF IT lm DA 36n,
0207' 07 C 1m R7 ;IS IT DAY 366 ?
021' rn 06 c XR 06 ; IF 00 RE 'I MA
02D' CA 02E' C I1 TS ;IF IT 1m DAY 366,
02D' F8 01 C WI OlH ;RE DAYS ~ 001
02D' 73 C ST
02E' F8 00 C WI OO
02E' 73 C ST
om' 57 C S' R7 ;AN RE MA
C ;
C ;If Q is set th is th firt tim th th loo. Pot
C ;at tim plus 1 miute, co cut ti to th loc, ret
C ;Q an go th th loo a se ti. If Q is not set, tet
C ;th cotiai of the "00" flag.
C
02E' C9 0300' C TS: Ul TS ;TE Q AN IF SE
02E' F8 10 C LDI LC (lI) ;cr aJ TI
02E' A7 C Pl R7 ;'r SlH
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on' F8 29 C LDI 1m (SlH)
02E , AA C PW RA ¡USE RA AS A POIN
02E' 97 C GH R7
02E' BA C PH RA
02E' F8 07 C WI 07 ¡USE RC AS A Im a:
02F' AC C PW RC ¡ INY SE TO 7
02F' 47 C CP: ID R7 ¡GE A DIGI OF aJ
_ 02F' SA C sm RA ¡TI AN ST IT
02F4' 1A C me RA ¡M: POlN
02F' 2C C IE RC ¡TE ~
02F' 8C C GW RC ¡AN IF ix
0ZE' CA 02F' C Il CP ¡POIN
02F' F8 2F C LDI IJ (SlUM) ¡AT TI +1 MI
02F' 7A C RB ¡Rr Im c:
02r' co 0286' C U3 H2 ¡oo 'l AG
C .,
c ¡Si Q wa DO set th is th se pa th
C ¡th lo. Det th met inte o:te,
C ¡if am aùy if th 'W' flag is eq to AA. If
C ¡afte deti th met inte o:te
C ¡its ne vaue is om, ret a met by seti
C ¡Q pr to exti.
C
030' F8 43 C TS: LDI 1m (oo) ¡POOO AT 00 FlG
0302' A7 C PW R7
0303' 47 C ID R7 ¡AN IF 00 SE OO
030' mAA c XR OA
030' CA 0328' C Il 'l ¡ IF SE, TE FC
0309' 07 C im R7 ¡ ST TI
030A' mAA c XR 01
030C ' CA 0328' C Il 'l
OJO' F8 26 C LDI IJ (M ¡GE aJ IN
0311' A7 C PW R7 ¡ca AN DE
0312' 47 C ID R7
0313' BA C PH RA
0314' 07 C im R7
0315' AA C PI RA
0316' 2A C IE RA
0317' SA C GW RA ¡SAVE NE IN
0318' 73 C ST
0319' 9A C GH RA
031A' 57 C sm R7
031B' CA 0358' C Il TSCX ¡EX IF NE IN IS
031E' SA C GW RA ¡00 B; TO" 1 MI
031F' m 01 c XR 01
0321' CA 0358' C Il 'lCX
0324' 7B C ~ ¡aiWI, SE Q FI
0325' CO 0358' C U3 'lCX ¡TH OO
C ¡
C ¡Ca CUt ti +1 miute with sta ti. If th
C ¡ar eq set th 00 fla an ret a br to the
C ¡met se by extin with Q set.
C ¡
0328' F8 30 C TS: WI 1m (DS) ¡POIN AT ST Tn
032A' AA C PI RA ¡ USIN RA AS 'm
032B' 97 C GH R7 ¡ POIN
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032C' SA C PH RA
032D' F8 29 C LOI ID (SlH) ;POIN AT SYST TI
032F' A7 C PI R7 ;PW 1 MI
0330' F: C SE R7
0331' 8A C NX: Gl RA ;CCAR AI SE ?
0332' rn 37 C XR ID (DS7)
0334' C2 0340 i C iæ SO ; IT SO SE GO FlG
- 0337' 4A C Ul RA ;O'WI, GE NE
0338' F3 C xæ ;AN CCAR
0339' CA 0358' C Ul TSCK ;BR TO 'l TIC(
033C' 17 C me R7 ;Cl A MI, O'WI
033D' CO 0331' C U3 NX ;CX
034' F8 44 C SG: WI 1m (001)
034' A7 C PI R7 ;SE HIGH HA (i GO FlG
034' F8 AA C WI OA
034' 57 C ST R7
034' 7B C ~ ;RE A ME
0347' CO 0358' C U3 TSCK ;EX
C
034' 73 C IN: ST ;ZE TO tm (i Bl
_ 034' 07 C 1m R7 ;GE TE (i Bl
034' AA C PI RA
034' 1A C me RA ;AD 1 TO TE (i BO
C
034' SA C S': GU RA ;GE NE CX
034F' 57 C sm R7 ;ST'IT
0350' CO 02' C U3 LY? ;RE TO M1
0353' F8 29 C PSlH: WI ID (SlB) ; SE TI 'm
0355-' CO on' -C U3 LYP ;POnl AT F1 CI
C ;
C ;De at th state of th tick fla, th roti
c ;wi retu to eith th ma pr or th intet
C ;sece roti.
c
0358' F8 17 C TSCK: WI 1m (TICK ;POnl AT TICK FlG
035A' A7 C PI R7
0358' 07 C 1m R7 ;EX FlG
035C' C2 037A' C iæ EN ; IT ll SE RE TO IN.
C RE ;CY, RE TO M1
035F' D5 C+
C lN i: .MAC
C öJ.J.J.J.J.J.J.J.J.J.J.J.




C ;+ 'l IS 'm ~ smæ RO +
C
C ;
c ;'l rotin haes intet re. 'l ony
C ; intert whdi ca oc in th sytem is th
C ;al miute tick. 'l pu of th rotin is
C ;simly to upte th cloc. ~ exts ar posible,
C ;th no ext, an th force ext. A force ext
C ;oc when up retur fra th rotine whch
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C ; adva th cloc, Q is set incatin th sta
C ;of a meemt seqence.
C
0360' E2 C EX: SE R2 ;RE STCK POIN AN
0361' 70 C RE ;OOLE ru IN
C
0362' 22 C IN: IE R2 ; POIN TO A OE u:TIOO
- 0363' 78 C SAV ;SAVE OI X AN P
0364' 22 C IE R2 ;MJ TO NE u:TICN
0365' 73 C ST ;SAVE Aca'r
0366' 76 C RS ;KJ DF TO MS OF D
0367' 73 C ST ;SAVE DF
0368' 87 C GW R7 ;SAVE 'l a: OF R7
0369' 73 C ST
C ;
C ;At th pot we have pred en of th
C ;rete data to saely test th tick flag an
C ;ext if it is set.
C
036A' F8 17 C LDI ID (TICK
036C' A7 C PI R7
036D' 07 C 1m R7 ;GE TICK FlG
036E' CA 038E' C U3 XI ;EX IF SE
C ;
C ;Tick flag wa no set so o:tiue savi rete
C
0371' SA C GW RA ;SAVE RA
0372' 73 C ST
0373' 9A C em RA
0374' 73 C ST
0375' 8C C GW RC ;SAVE RC.O
0376' 73 C ST
C ;
C ;With th re pred th cloc ma
C ;no be inte.
C
0377' CO 0282' C L1 MlCI ; IN 'l cu
037A' C9 038' C 00: Im RS ;IF Q IS SE, WA R3
037D' F8 4B' C LDI ID ~
037F' A3 C Pl R3 ;WI 'I AI OF
0380' F8 OF' C LDI HIGH (M)
0382' B3 C PH R3 ;MF SE
0383' F8 FF C LDI ID (STCK
0385' A2 C PI R2 ;RE STCK POIN
0386' F8 FF C LDI HIGH (STCK)
0388' B2 C PH R2 ;AN
0389' D3 C SE R3 ;EX IN, am
03SA' E2 C RS: SE R2 ;RE POIN AN
038B' CO 039A' C l. RE ;RE AL REST
C ;
C ;'l is th fast intemt ext
C ;
038E' 12 C XI: IN R2 ;POIN TO OI R7.0
038F' 42 C EXOl : ID R2
0390' A7 C PI R7 ; RE R7
0391' 42 C LD R2
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0392' FE C SH ; R! DF
0393' 42 C LD R2 ;Rt AcaTO
0394' El C SE R1 ;OO INUP HA
0395' 65 C cu CU
0396' 00 C DB 00
0397' CO 0360' C l1 Em ;OO ~UP RO
C
C ;'l is th slCM intert ext.
C
039A' 12 C RE: IN R2 ;POIN 'I OW RC.O
039B' 42 C ID R2 ;GE Re.O
039C' AC C Pl RC ;Re.o
039D' 42 C ID R2 ; RE RA
039E' BA C PH RA
039F' 42 C ID R2
03AO' AA C Pl RA




C * SA ll (SA.MAe) *
C Á4ÁÁÁAAÁ444ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁAÁ4ÁÁ
C
c ;'i ioe is degn to be a ''K'' ar whch
C ;th opti sytem of any SA orented :itrt
C ;ma be ba. 'l pr ex th UA to be an
C ;1854 an th CP to bean 1802. '!e UA shd be
C ;locte at I/O po 6 an 7, an have its ES (ba)
c ;int caed to a loo statu incato. 'l ReA
C ;st Ca an Retu Tecqu (SC) is us.
c
C 1. De th NA of th SA devce.
c 2. Dein th PR cher to be us.
C 3. Che th HE file as re.
C
C ;Dein a few RA loctiai.
C
FFS C SC EU GI ;A SCTæ iiTICl
mi C æær EU SCæH ;CR HI BY
mx C CR EU æ,ær+1 ;CRe lD BY
C
C ;Noe tht GU w: alwa be ad nn an
C ;defin th sta of a RA pae to be us by al
C ;rotin. 'l firt loction w: usy cata
c ;either th last chcter ty or th catents of
C ;th UA sttu regter. '!e se loctioo is
C ;re for th sytem err flag. Regter R7
C ;w: alwa point to sa GW loction.
C
C .***ÁÁÁAÁAÁÁÁAÁÁAAAÁÁ**********,
C ;* aJST FO INTO DATA IJ *
C . *AAÁÁAAAAÁÁAÁAA4*******AAÁÁÁAÁÁ*****,
C
03A4' F8 17 C cie: LDI IJ (TIa\)
03A6' A7 C PI£ R7
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03A7' F8 01 C LOI OlH ¡SE TH TICX FLG
03A9' 57 C SI R7
C CA MlCL ¡AD TH cu
03AA' D4 c+ -
03AB' 0282' c+
031l' C1 OF4B' C I1 HS ill TI ME, OlSE
0300' F8 01 C SA: WI OlH ¡POIN TO 'l FLG
- 0382' A7 C PL R7 ¡wæ AN
03B3' F8 00 C WI OO ¡ RE AI Bl'
03B5' F: C SE R7
03B6' 73 C ST
03B7' 6E C lN DM ¡CL tm DA Brr
03B8' E3 C SE R3 ¡CCGU tm
03B9' 67 C OO ST'l
03BA' 12 C 18 CCG
03B' F8 17 C WI UN (TIOO
03B' A7 C PL - R7
03B' F8 00 C WI OO ¡RE TICK FL
03C' 57 C SI R7
03C' CO 07' C I. AD? ¡'I ræ Cl UX
c ¡
03C' E3 C EX: SE R3 ¡Cl im LA
03C' 65 C OO CU
03C' 00 C 00 OO
03C' 71 C DIS ¡DIS nm
03C' 33 C 00 33H
03C' CO OF48' C æR lO ¡EX 'l HJ
C ¡
C ¡'! devce lm ma be an cmtiai of alpb-
C ¡n\Ic cher.
C
OJe' 49 32 7E C lm: 00 "12" , ST ¡DECE lm
C ¡
007E C ST Et "-,, ¡ME TæTæ
c .,
c ¡Pick a dmct to be us as an intrt PR
C ¡
0031 C PR Et 11.11 ¡'l IS 'l PR
C ¡
c ¡Dein th he eqvaent of an AS caage
C ¡retu,1i fee, spce,nul, be, an, etx chcter.
C
OO C CR Et OD
OOA C LF Et OA
~~ C NU Et OO
0020 C SPACE Et 20
003 C El Et 038
007 C BE Et 078
C ¡
C ¡'! tm is caigu for 7 data bits, even paty,
C ¡an 1 stop bit. 'I caiguatiai ma be ioied
C ¡by ch th by sto at aMG.
C ¡
0012 C CCG EW 12 ¡l1 aMGUTIOO
C ¡
C ¡Deine th I/O
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001 C SE F1 om ¡ BA SE FO PR
002 C PW F1 02H ¡ ro LATO RE .
003 C pm; F1 038 ¡TR A pm;00 C ST F1 04 ¡ ST TH RE TI CI
005 C Cl F1 OSH ¡A~ TH INUP00 C DAT F1 06 ¡UA DATA, m æ cu
007 C ST'l F1 om ¡UA a: æ ST'l
C ¡
C ¡st a few often us iæes
C
03C' 38 C BL: DB It...,
0300' OA OD 7E C æu: DB IF ,æ,ST
0303' 20 C SP: DB SPACE
0304' 20 7E C SP: DB SPACE, ST 
03D' OA on 20 7E C CE: DB U' ,æ, SP, ST 
03DA' 52 43 7E C RC$: æ "Re" ,ST
0300' 20 46 72 6F C FR: DB " Fr ",m,ST
03E1' 6D 20 03 7E e
03E' 20 54 6F 20 C TO: æ " To ",m, S'
03E9' 037E e
om' 20 4F 76 65 C C1: DB " O'er ",m,ST
03EF' 72 20 03 7E C
03F3' 20 3D 20 7E e EJ : DB " = ",S'
03E7' 20 43 4C 45 C CI: æ " CL", ST
om' 41 52 7E C
om' 20 4E 4F 54 C 00: DB " N: ~!!",S'
042' 20 41 4C 4C e04' 4F 57 45 44 e
04' 21 21 7E e
04' 4F 43 4B 7E C WC: æ "OCK" , ST
04' 4E 4C 4F 43 C tm: DB ''N' , ST
04' 4B 7E e
047' 44 4C 45 7E C DI: æ "mE" , STQ4' 49 4E 47 7E C 00: æ "ING" , S'
O4' 20 4F 4B 7E C CR: DB " Ct, ST
04' 20 20 4F 4B C æ:: IE " CR (Y/N ? " ,m, ST
047' 20 28 59 2F C
04' 4E 29 20 3F C
04' 20 20 03 7E e
043' OA on 20 3A C PR: æ U' ,æ, SPACE,PR , SPACE,m, ST
047' 20 03 7E C
04' 20 20 57 48 C Em: æ SPACE, SPAC, "WHAT ?" ,BE,~Q4' 41 54 20 3F C04' 077E C
04' 6F 76 65 7E C OV: DB "ov" ,ST
04' 20 52 45 41 e RE: æ " RE, ST
04' 44 59 7E C
04' 20 30 30 2E C SE : DB SPACE, "00... ",ST
043' 2E 2E 20 7E C
047' 40 7E C AT: DB "t" , ST
0459' 49 4D 45 7E C TI: DB "IME" , ST
045D' 43 48 45 44 C Se: DB "CH , ST
041' 55 4C 45 7E C
045' on OA 20 53 C STY: DB CR,IF," st on day = ", ST
0469' 74 61 72 74 C
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046D' 20 6F 6E 20 C
0471' 64 61 79 20 C
0475' 3D 20 7E C
0478' 20 20 68 6F C S': DB .. ho = .., ST
047C' 75 72 20 3D C
040' 20 7E C
042' 20 20 6D 69 C S': DB II miute = ", ST
- 046' 6E 75 74 65 C
04' 20 3D 20 7E C
04' on OA 20 4D C ME: DB CR,Ii," Met inte, mite = ", ST
0492' 65 61 73 75 C
04' 72 65 6D 65 C
04A' 6E 74 20 69 C
04' 6E 74 65 72 C
04' 76 61 6C 2C C
046' 20 20 6D 69 C
04' 6E 75 74 65 C
04' 73 20 3D 20 C
042' 7E C
04' on OA 20 53 C SC: DB CR,Ii ," Scer is ", ST
047' 63 68 65 64 C
04' 75 6C 65 72 C
04' 20 69 73 20 C
04' 7E C
04 ' 41 43 54 49 C ACl: æ "AC with ",ST
04' 56 45 20 77 C04' 69 74 68 20 C
04' 7E C
O41' 48 20 6D 69 C HI: æ "a miutes -P'ining to th ne æat."
04' 6E 75 74 65 CQ4' 73 20 72 65 C
04' 6D 61 69 6E C
04 ' 69 6E 67 20 C
04' 74 6F 20 74 CQ4' 68 65 20 6E C
04' 65 78 74 20 C
O4' 6D 65 61 73 C04' 75 72 65 6D C
04' 65 6E 74 2E C
04' 7E C æ ST
04' 49 44 4C 45 C ID: DB "m.. ",S'
052' 2E 7E C
05' on OA 2Ò 50 C PN: æ CR,Ii," Pointer is at ",S'
05' 6F 69 6E 74 C
OS' 65 72 20 69 C
0510' 73 20 61 74 C
0514' 20 7E C
0516' on OA 20 53 C IDCT: DB CR,Ii," Scer wa ll active !" ,mi,S'
051A' 63 68 65 64 C
05lE' 75 6C 65 72 C
0522' 20 77 61 73 C
0526' 20 4E 4F 54 C
052A' 20 61 63 74 C
052E' 69 76 65 20 C
0532' 21 07 7E C
0535' OD OA 20 54 C MI : DB CR,Ii," 'I inter mut be grter than ..
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68 69 73 20
69 6E 74 65
72 76 61 6C
20 6D 75 73
74 20 62 65
20 67 72 65
61 74 65 72
20 74 68 61
6E 20
74 77 6F 20
28 32 29 20
6D 69 6E 75
74 65 73 2E
07 7E
41 52 4D 45
44 20 42 55
54 20 4E 4F
54 20 41 43
54 49 56 45
7E
4E 4F 54 20
41 52 4D 45
44 7E
OA 20 20 41
54 20 20 7E-
2A 7E
61 6D 20 54
65 73 74 7E
on OA OA
20 20 49 4E
54 45 52 52
4F 47 41 54
4F 52 20 50
52 4F 47 52
41 4D
20 20 20 56
65 72 2E 20
31 2E 31 20
20 4A 61 6E
2E 20 31 39
38 35
on OA OA OA
20 20 53 59
53 54 45 4D
20 43 4F 4D
4D 41 4E 44
53 on OA OA


























































æ "tw (2) miute." ,m.,S'
AR: æ "AR BU NJ Acr', S'
ll: æ ''l AR", S'
SAT: æ U'," AT ",S'
AS æRM: æ "." , S'"am Tet", S'
,;'l is th HE fUe. It cata an exti
;of the o: 1802 iito fuai accle
;v th sa loo. Sp fuai tht aply
;00 th ptoyi.&i in whch th ioule is pla ma
;be ad he. Th amto fuai inuded ar:





æ "Ver. 1.1 Jan. 1985"
æ CR,IF ,IF,LF
æ "SY o:" ,CR,LF,LF
DB "!Maaaa dddd"
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05E9' 61 61 61 61 C
OSED' 20 64 64 64 C
05n' 64 C
05F2' 20 20 20 20 C DB .. " , ''! ml
05F6' 20 4C 4F 41 C
OSFA' 44 20 4D 45 C
05FE' 4D 4F 52 59 C
- 062' OAOD C DW OAOD
06' 20 20 3F 4D C DB .. ?M
06' -20202020 C II " " , "DISPY MEMJRY"
06' 20 20 20 20 C
0610' 20 20 20 20 C
0614' 20 20 44 49 C
0618' 53 50 4C 41 C
061C' 59 20 4D 45 C
0620' 4D 4F 52 59 C
0624' OAOD C DW OA
0626' 20 20 24 50 C II .. SPaa"
062A' 61 61 61 61 C
062E' 20 20 20 20 C II to " , ''R PROGRAM"
0632' 20 20 20 20 C
0636' 20 20 52 55 C
063A' 4E 20 50 52 C
063E' 4F47 52 41 C
06' 4D C
06' OAOD C JY OAOD
06' 20 20 3F 43 C II .. ?C"
06' 20 20 20 20 C II .. " , ''C CRe"
06' 20 20 20 20 C
0651' 20 20 20 20 C
0655' 20 20 43 41 C
0659' 4C 43 55 4C C
065D' 41 54 45 20 C
061' 43 52 43 C
06' OAOD C l1 OA
06' 20 20 20 4D C II " M"
06' 20 20 20 20 C II " " , ''H lm
06' 20 20 20 20 C
062' 20 20 20 20 C
0676' 20 20 4D 4F C
067A' 56 45 20 4D C06' 45 4D 4F 52 C
062' 59 C
063' OAOD C DW OAOD
065' 20 20 20 52 C II " R"
069' 20 20 20 20 C II " .. , "TEST RA
06' 20 20 20 20 C
0691' 20 20 20 20 C
0695' 20 20 54 45 C
0699' 53 54 20 52 C
069D' 414D C
069F' OAOD C DW OAOD
06A1' 20 20 3F 53 C II " ?S"
06A5' 20 20 20 20 C DB " " , "DISP sc
06' 20 20 20 20 C
0611 ' 20 20 20 20 C
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06l' 20 20 44 49 C
065' 53 50 4C 41 C
069' 59 20 53 43 CQ6' 48 45 44 55 C
06' 4C 45 C
06' OAOD C OW OAODH
06' 20 20 21 53 C DB " ! SCHEOOLE"
- 06' 43 48 45 44 C
06' 55 4C 45 C
06' 20 20 20 20 C DB " " , ''P sæ'
06' 20 20 20 50 C
06' 52 4F 47 52 CQ6' 41 4D 20 53 C
06 , 43 48 45 44 CQ6' 55 4C 45 C
06' OAOD. C I1 OAOD
06' 20 20 21 54 C DB " !TI
06' 49 4D 45 C
06' 20 20 20 20 C æ " " , "SE cu
064' 20 20 20 20 C
06' 20 20 20 53 C
06' 45 54 20 43 C
0700' 4C 4F 43 4B C
0704' OAOD C I1 OAOD
0706' 20 20 3F 54 C IE " ?T'
070A' 20 20 20 20 C DB
"
" , ''DISY TIME"
070E' 20 20 20 20 C
0712' 20 20 20 20 C
0716' 20 20 44 49 C
071A' 53 50 4C 41 C
071E' 59 20 54 49 C
0722' 4D 45 C
0724' OA C I1 OAOII
0726' 20 20 21 4C C DB " !Ul , " "
072A' 4F 43 4B 20 C
072E' 20 20 20 20 C
0732' 20 20 20 20 C
0736' 20 20 C
0738' 50 52 4F 54 C æ ''P ME
073C' 45 43 54 20 C
0740' 4D 45 4D 4F C
0744' 5259 C
0746' OAOD C DW OAOD
0748' 20 20 21 55 C DB " !UN, " "
074C' 4E 4C 4F 43 C
0750' 4B 20 20 20 C
0754' 20 20 20 20 C
0758' 20 20 C
075A' 55 4E 50 52 C DB ''t ME
075E' 4F 54 45 43 C
0762' 54 20 4D 45 C
0766' 4D 4F 52 59 C
076A' OAOD C OW OAOII
076C' 20 20 21 49 C DB " !IDIE', " "
0770' 44 4C 45 20 C
0774' 20 20 20 20 C
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0778' 20 20 20 20 C
077C' 20 20 C
om' 49 4E 48 49 C DB "INrr ~"
0782' 42 49 54 20 C
0786' 53 43 48 45 C
078A' 44 55 4C 45 C
078E' 52 C
_ 078F' OAOD C DW OAODH
0791' 20 20 21 50 C DB " !PING" , " "
0795' 49 4E 47 20 C
0799' 20 20 20 20 C
079D' 20 20 20 20 C
07A1' 20 20 C
0713' 54 52 41 4E C DB 'ii A 10 ID PU',CR,Il,S'
07A7' 53 4D 49 54 C
07A' 20 41 20 31 C
07AF' 30 20 6D 53 C07' 20 50 55 4C C
07B7' 53 45 on OA C07' 7E C
C ¡
C ¡If data is avaabe, th loo is clos.
C ¡llle intets llch wi ta over th
C ¡fu of intin th re ti cl,
C ¡an lok for th ad se. (lN)
C
07B' E3 C AD?: SE R307' 65 C 00 CU ¡RE nm
07B' 00 C æ OO ¡1D07' 70 C RE ¡mA nl
07CO' 33 C DB 33H




07CS' CA 0939' c+
07C8' 8C C+
C ¡
C ¡Sin th l wa reved, set up to reve NA
C ¡





07CF' CA 0939' c+
012' 8C c+
07D3' CA 07B' C LB AD? ¡'l AG
07D' CO 082' C IB ID ¡ ID IN
C




C * SO .MAC *
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C *************
C
C ; + H, ?C, ?M, 1M, $P, M, R, lu:,+
C ; +IS, ?S, IT, ?T, lIDLE,IPIN +
C ; + I lI o: I: +
C
C
C ;Test th firt charact recived after a correc
C ;ad se. It shd be an H, M, R, ?, !, or S.
C ;If it is not, gente an er mege.
C
07D' F8 17 C OIIN: WI im (TICK)
07D' A7 C PI R7
07D' F8 00 C WI OO ;CL TICX EiG
07D' 57 C 8m R7
C CH? ;GE A æ1CT
07D' D4 C+
07F ' 0145' C+
07E' 9C C+
07E' CA 0939' c+
07E' 8C C+
om' rn 48 C XR "a" ; IS rr AN "B"
07E' C2 095' C iæ mr ; IF so 'l TH HE MESAGE
07D ' 8C C Gr RC ;OISE, RE CECT
07E' rn 3F C XR "?" ;iS rr A"?" ?
07E' C2 08' C iæ CoM ; IF so TE NF FO CORM
om' 8C C GI RC ;OISE, Ræ 0I
om' rn 21 C XR "! .. ;IS rr A"!" ?
07F' C2 082F' C iæ IbL ; IF so TE NF FO M OR ID
07F' 8C C Gr RC ;am, RE CECT
07F' rn 24 C XR "S" ;IS rr A ,is'' ?
om' C2 081' C iæ P? ;IF so TE NE FO P
om' 8C C Gr RC ;O'WISE, RE ~
07F' rn 4D c XR "M" ;IS rr AN "M" ?
OS01' C2 OAD' C iæ HJ ; IF so GO MJ
08' 8C C Gr RC ;OISE, Ræ CHCT
OS05' rn 52 C XR "R" ;iS rr AN "R" ?
OB07' C2 OB' C iæ RA ; IF TE RA
C
C ;'l en th test for th sta sa ca.
C ;Enter ãN adtiai ca tests after t1
C ;cat.
C
C ; **** ADmCW c: TE GO HE *****
C
OBOA' CO 08' C lÆ rn ;N1 A RE cc
C
C ;Deter th chacter whch follow "?". It shd
C ;be eith a "C", "M", "T" or an "S". If it is not, ty
C ; th er meage an go to PR.
C




0811' CA 0939' c+
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0814' 8C C+
OS15' FB 43 C XR "c" ;15 IT A "c" ?
OS17' C2 0A5' C I. æc ;IF SO GO TO æc
OS1A' 8C C GI RC ;cmWISE, RE OlCT
OSlB' FB 4D C XR "M" ;IS IT AN "M" ?
OSID' C2 094D' C I. çu ;IF SO GO TO QJY HEY
OS2O' 8C C GI RC ;amwiSE, RE OlCT
- OS21' FB 54 C XR "'1'' ;IS IT A ''T'
OS23' C2 0035' C I. lJ ;IF SO GO TO QJOO TI
OS26' 8C C GI RC ;0l, RE CHCT
0827' FB 53 C XR "s" ;15 IT AN "s" ?
OS29' C2 OD' C I. QRsc ;IF SO TY SC
C ;
C ; ** mr AOMoo "?" CC Bm ***
C
OS2C' CO Q8' C I1 Em ; IF lD, TY 'l æR HS.
C
C ;Deter whch ch folow th "I". '!
C ;shd be eith an "H", "UXK", "UNlll, "r',
C ; or "P";




0833' CA 0939' C+
0836' 8C C+
0837' FB 4D C XR "M" ; IS IT AN "M"
0839' C2 09A4' C I. Ul ; IF SO GO TO !.
C
C ;'l ~nd wa not !M, so tet for 1ux, lOO
C ; IID, or IPIN.
C ;
08' Be C GI RC ;RE æA
OS3D' FB 4C C XR "I." ;IS IT AN ''I'' ?
OS3F' CA Q8' C U3 U? ;IF SO UX Fæ "OCK"





084' CA 0939' c+Q8' Be c+Q8' C2 0911' C I. CW ;CW, C7SE
084' Be C U?: GI RC ; RE CHCT
OS5O' FB 55 C XR "U" - ;IS IT A "U" ?
0852' CA 0862' C I1 T? ;IF SO UX Fæ ''N'





085B' CA 0939' c+
OS5E' 8C c+
085F' C2 0925' C I. OP ;0P, orSE
0862' 8C C T?: GI RC ; RE CHCT
0863' FB 54 C XR "T" ;15 IT "T" ?
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0865' CA 0875' C Ul 5? ; IF SO I! FO "IME"





086E' CA 0939' c+
0871' Be c+
0872' C2 0890' C im lD ¡ SE TH OJ
0875' Be C s? Gl RC ¡is IT AN "s"
0876' m 53 C XR "S" ¡ IF 00 UX FO
0878' CA 08' C LB I? ¡ ''C'
C la? sc ¡AN IF ro
0878' D4 c+
087C' 012' c+
087E' 04D' c+08' 9C c+08' CA 0939' c+08' 8C c+08' C2 OC' C im LD ¡!D TH SC
0888' 8C C I?: Gl RC ¡RE æA
089' m 49 C XR "r' ¡IS IT AN 'T' ?08' CA 0898' C U3 00 ¡IF 00 UX FO in
c WO? in ¡AN IF FO RE08' D4 c+08' 012' c+
0891' 047' c+
0893' 9C c+08' CA 0939' C+08' Be c+
0898' C2 OF' C im GF ¡TH 00 Fl
0898' Be C 00: Gl RC ¡am, IS IT
O89C' m 50 c XR "P" ¡A "P ?
089E' CA OS' C U3 Nn ¡ IF 00, ii FO
c WO? 1m ¡"lN, AN IF roO8' D4 c+08' 012' c+Q8' O4' c+08' 9C c+
087' CA 0939' c+
_08' Be c+08' C2 OF37' C im TX ¡sm A. PIN
C ¡
C - ¡ ** EN ADmOO "!" c: HE 1d
C
OS' co 08' C lr: iæ æR ¡GO mm
C
C ¡Dete th clcter wbch follow th $,
C ¡it shd be a "P".
C
081' C P?: CB? ¡GE TH NE CH~
081' D4 c+
0882' 0145' C+08' 9C c+
0885' CA 0939' c+08' Be c+
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089' rn 50 C XR ''P'' ;IS IT A ''P'' ?
C ;
C ¡ ** mr JllT(M "$" CX Hæ **
CQ8' CA 08 i C U3 æR ;IF HJ 00 æR
C GE ¡IS TH SYST 0P ?
OSB' F8 oi C+
- 08 i A7 C+
O8' 07 c+




OS' CA 0939' C+
OS' CO 08' C IB PR ¡AN -00 PR
e .i




e * SA .MAe *
e UJ.J.J.J.J.J.J.UJ.J.J.
e
e ¡'l bloc of co de th actai to be taen
e ¡up th ret of st SA n-l'
e
08' e ID: TY æi ¡ ID BY 'l08' D4 e+
083' OQ' e+08' 03D' e+0f ' 9C e+08' CA 0939' e+
e TY NA ¡ lN lW AN
os' D4 e+08' OO' e+
OS' OJe' e+
os' 9C e+
08 ' CA 0939' C+
e TY RE ¡TH w: RE08' D4 e+
OS' OO' C+08' 04' C+08' 9C e+
om' CA 0939' e+
C ;08' e PR: TY PR ¡TY PR SE
OS' D4 c+
OS' OO' e+
OSF' 043' e+Q8' 9C c+
_ 08F3' CA 0939' e+08' CO 07D' C rn QlIN ¡GE m: CX
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C





OBFF' CA 0939' c+
- 092' CO O9IA' C LB RS ;oo PR VI RE
C ;
C ;'l re to th ''8' ca is to simly ty
C ;th mee sto in th help file.
C





09' CA 0939' C+
09' CO OS' C LB PR ;GE NE CC
C . .,
C ;'l re to a "UXX" ca is to ret th
C ;sytem 0P flag.
C





0917' CA 0939' c+
O9IA' F8 oi C RS: LDI om ;FOml AT SY FLG
091C' A7 C PI R7
091D' g¡ C SE R7
091E' F8 FE C LDI om ;MA AI BU 0P BIT
0920' F2 C AN ;RE 'l BIT
0921' 57 C S' R7 ; S' FL
0922' CO OS' C LB PR ;GE NE ai
C ;
C ;'l re to a "! mu oc is to set
C ; the syte 0P flag.
C
0925' F8 01 C 0P: LDI 01 ;FOml AT SY FLG
0927' A7 C PI R7
0928' g¡ C SE R7
0929' F8 01 C LDI OlH ;MA AI BU 0P BIT
092B' n C æ ; SE ims BIT
092C' 57 C S' R7 ; S' FL





0933' CA 0939' c+
0936' CO 08' C LB PR ;GE NE a:
C ;
C ;Depe on th state of an err flag set
C ; after rea the UA statu, the proam
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C ;wil eithr branch to MA, un-addess, or
C ;output th errr mege.
C
0939' 9C C rn: CH RC ;~ STTU FlG
093A' FE C SH ;Im OP ?
093B' C3 03C' C IlF EX ;IF SO OO
093E' FE C SH ;RD A "i" 1
- 093F' C3 07C9' C UI DECE ;IF SO w. ræ NA
0942' FE C SH ;UA :m 1
09' C3 0380' C IB SA ;IF SO DE-lD
0946' FE C SH ;0P'l æR 1
0947' C3 08' C lB Fi ;IF SO sm :m HS.
O94A' CO 03C' C Ul EX ;ll OF AB, EK
C
C ;'l re to a "1M" is to ty th catets of a
C ;spied nu of me loctiai st at
C ;a spied ad.
C ;
09' C gJ: C1 Gm ;GE ST AN mI
094D' D4 c+
O94E' 023' C+
C nm1 ;mCl TO nm
0950' 9C c+
0951' el 0939' c+





095A' el 0939' C+
095D' 9A C MAD: CH RA ;TY HS OF AD




C æR? ;mCl TO nm
092' 9C c+
093' el 0939' C+
09' SA C Gl RA ;TY LS OF AD




C æR1 ;mCl TO nm
O96B' 9C C+
096C' CA 0939' c+





0975' CA 0939' c+
0978' 4A C BY: ID RA ¡GE A ll BY
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097B' 021' c+
C rn? ;RECl ro rnOR
097D' 9C c+
O91E' CA 0939' c+
0981' 2B C IE RB ;TE FO IA uxTIOO
0982' 9B C GH RB
0983' CA O98A' C l1 LE
- 0986' 8B C GI RB ; IF ix PR AN
0987' C2 08&)' C 1B PR ;GE ~ o:
O98A' 8A C IE: GI RA ;OlWISE, TE FO
O98B' FA or C AN om ;00 OF LI
O98D' CA 09' C i. TS





09' CA 0939' c+
09' CO O95D' C IB MAD ;CX
O99C' 8A C TS: GI RA ;~ uxCf LV ?
09' F6 C SU ; IF 00, FI TY A
09' CB 09' C I1 SP ¡SPACE. om,
O9A1' CO 098' C IB BY ;TY ~ im BY
C ¡
C ¡'l re to a "!M" is to loa in with data
C ¡as it is input be at a spied ad, an
C ;catinui 1.til a caage retu is ente.
C
O9A4' C WA: GE ;iS TH SYST ir ?
O9A4' F8 01 C+
O9A6' A7 C+
O9A7' 07 c+
09A8' F6 C SU ; IF 00, TY TH rn
O9A9' C3 O9AF' C UI ID ;MESA 'm PR
O9AC' CO 08' C rn ll ;om,
O9AF' l: C LDAD: SE R7 ; RE TH SY
O9' F8 7E C im 1m ;UX nAG AN TH
09' F2 C AN ¡0l BY nAG
09' 57 C ST R7
C CA GE ;GE ST ~
O9B4' D4 C+
09' 016D' C+
097' 9C C GH RC ¡TE FO U1 rn
09' FA FE C AN or ¡ IF FO OO ER
09' CA 0939' C i. ER
09' 8C C GI RC ;WA TH LA ciCT
09' FE 20 C XR SPACE ;A SPACE ?
09' C2 O9D2' C 1B lO ; IF SO lD DATA
09' 8C C GI RC ;WA TH CH AQ9' FE OD C XR CR ¡CAGE RE ?
096' C2 0A39' C 1B HJ ;IF SO MJIF CO. FlG
09' 8C C GI RC ;WA TH ciCI A
09' FE OA C XR LF ¡LI FE ?
09' C2 0A39' C rn ll ; IF SO IDIF CO. FLG
09' CO 08F9' C U3 rnOO ;O'SE, INICATE AN rn
092' F8 01 C mI: LDI OlH ;POIN AT SYST FLG
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09D4' A7 C PW R7
09D5' E: C SE R7 ¡RE CO. Fl Bn'
09D6' F8 9F C WI 9m:
09' F2 C AN
0900' 57 C ST R7 ¡ST sysm FLG
C CA mc ¡GE NE CHCT
09D' D4 c+
- 09' 0145' c+
C æR? ¡mCl TO Ei
09' 9C c+
09' CA 0939' c+
C CA ATC ¡c: TO HE
09 ' D4 c+Q9' 00' C+
09' 9C C em RC ¡ZÆ Fe GX CC
09' CA 0A0' C Ul æT :RE TO lD mi09' F8 04 C 1m 04 :PRAR TO AS
09 ' AA C PI RA :AN EIGH BIT BY
og' 8C C DS: GU RC :SH HE DIGI mæ
C)' FE C SI :RA IJ TO RD HIGHQ9' AC C PI RCQ9' 9A C GH RAQ9' 7E C RS
O9FO' BA C PH RAQ9' 2A C m: RA
09F2' SA C GU RA
09' CA 09' - C Ul DS
C GE :EIGH BIT BY AS ?09' F8 01 c+09' A7 C+
09F9' 07 c+
-09' FE C SH
oo' C3 om' C lB ST :IF so ST IT, aiQ9' F8 80 C WI SO : SE TH CX BY FlG
OAOO ' E:- C SE R7
OA01' n c æ
QA' 57 C S' R7
0A03' () 09' C IB Nm ¡AN GE TI NE HE DIGI
OA0' C CR: GE ¡'! WA A lU EN
0A06' F8 01 C+
OAO ' A7 C+
0A09' 07 c+
OAO' FE C SI
OAOB' C3 08' C lB æR ¡ IF TH BY WA 00 a:
OAOE' 8C C GU RC ¡'l IS AN :æ. IF TH BY
OAOF' mOD C XR CR ¡WA a: AN TH mi
OAl' C2 08ED' C IB PR ¡WA A CAGE RE, EX
OAl4' 8C C GU RC ¡WA TH mI
OAl5' m 20 c XR SPAC ¡A SPACE ?
0A7' C2 092' C IB Nm ¡ IF so a:_
OAl' 8C C GU RC ¡WA TH mI A":" ?
OA' m 3B c XR 11.11 ¡IF so SE TH CO. FLG,
OAl' C2 0A2' C IB (X ¡AN ai. OIWI
0A2' () 08' C i. æR ¡INICATE AN æR AN mT
0123' 9A C ST: GH RA ¡GE '! BYT TO BE ST
0A2' 5B C S' RB ¡ ST IT
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lo HO ~e INST. OC EN
OA2S' F8 7E e LDI 7D ; RE "l CO
0A' F: e SE R7 ;BYT FLG
0A2' F2 e AN
OA2' S7 e S' R7
OA2' 1B e IN RB ; IN AD POIN
0A2' CO 092' e æR Nm ;GE 'm NE BY
OA2' F8 01 e CO: LDI OLI ;POrn AT SY n.G
- OAO' A7 e PI R7
OA31' F: e SE R7
0A2' F8 60 e WI 60 ; INICATE REal OF
0A' F1 C æ ; It; It BY SE CO. nA
0A5' 57 e S' R7 ;SE 'm FL
0A6' CO 09AF' C um Ul ;GE NE ~
0A9' e 1l: GE ; IF aLe nA IS SE
009' F8 oi c+
OA' A7 c+
OA' 07 e+
OA' F: C SE R7 ;DIl IT '1 Rm TH
OA' FE C SI ;REal OF Er_A
OA' FE e SI ;CAGE RE æ LI Fm
OA4O' C3 OA4A' e UI NX
OA43' FE C SI
0144' C3 0A51' e IB H: ; IF mrs FL WI lD SE
0147' CO 08' e lÆ æR ;TB IS AN æR
OA4A' F8 BF C ll: WI OB ;~ CAGE RE BIT
014C' F2 e AN
O14D' 57 e S' R7 ;ST llIF n.G
OA' CO 09AF' e ~ Ul ;GE NE AD
0A51' F8 DF e ll: WI OD ;~ 'm LI Fm BIT
0153' F2 e AN
015' 57 C S' R7 ;ST llIF n.G
0A5' CO 09AF' C IÆ ID ;GE NE AD
e
e ;
e ;'l re to a ?C is to cacuate th (X of a
e ;spied blo of me, be at a spied
C ; locti. An er bloc wi ca th CI
e ;to be ty.
e





O15E' CA 0939' e+
OA61 
, F8 OC e LD UN (CRCW) ; SE RA '1 POIN AT
OA63 
, AA e PI RA ;'m 16 BIT CRe
0164' F8 FF C LDI HIGH (CRCW) ;o:
OA66 
, BA e PH RA
0167' F8 00 C WI OO
OA69' Er e SE RA ; SE 'm CR a:ST
OA6A' 73 e ST ;'1 ZE
OA6B' SA e S' RA




nmTæ CXDATA ID (PNVL.MAe) MAO\18 3.36 PAGE 1-39
~ OO o:C mSl. OC mG
e æR? ; AN BU SIZ
OA6F' 9C e+
0A70' CA 0939' e+
OA73 
, F8 OL- e LDI om ;FOIN 'r SYST FlG
OA75' A7 e PI R7
OA76 
, F: e SE R7
OATI' F8 80 e WI 80H ; SE 'm CL
- 0A79' F1 e æ ;MF FIG
OA7A' 57 e sm R7
OA7B' El e CU: SE RA ;TE A BY OF
0A7C' F8 FF .C WI om ;tm FC 'm
OA7E' F3 e xæ ;CL aimw
OA7F' - C2 OA8' C IB CA ; IF CL, CA
0A2' F: C SE R7 ;0l, RE
OA' F8 7F C WI 1m ;CL tm-nA
0A85' F2 C AN
QA' 57 C ST R7
QA' C CA: CA CA ;CA'l æ.
QA' D4 C+
QA' 0253' c+
QA' 2B C æ: RB ;mx BY Ol
OA8' 8B C GI RB ;TE FC æ.
OAS' CA OA7B' C Ul CU ;CATIW a!
QA' 98 e GH RB ;IF so TE FC
OA' CA OA7B' C Ul CU ;Cl tm
0A3' 07 C im R7 ;GE SY Fl
0A94' FE C SH ;UX AT CL HE
0A95' æ 0A4' C J1 CR ;IF m, TY 'm 





OA9' CA 0939' e+
QA' co os' C Ul PR ;GE NE a:
0A4' C CR: TY !X ;TY =Ql' D4 c+
01 ' OO ' C+
0A7' 03F3' c+
OAA' 9C C+
OA' CA 0939' c+
OAA' F8 OB C WI IO (CRCH) ;orSE, roM
OAA' AA C PI RA ;'r FI CRC
OA' F8 FF C WI HIGH (CRaIT ;CWST AN TY rr
OAB2' BA C PH RA
OAB3' 4A e WA RA ;GE HI HA OF CRe
0AB' AC C PI RC
C CA TY ;TY IT
OABS' D4 c+
01 ' 021' C+
QA' OA C I. RA ;GE lD HA OF CR
OAB9' AC C PI RC
C CA TY ;TY IT
OAB' D4 c+
OAB' 021' c+
OAB' co 08E' C LB PR ;00 NE aE
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'W OO ~C IN. 0C mG
C ;
C ;'l re to a $P ca is to ru a pro
C ;be at a spied ades. Pror to exti
C ;th ca, th X an P regter wi be set to RO
C ;
OACO' F8 01 C RUN: LDI om ;RE TH SYST
OAC2' A7 C PW R7 ;ux FLG
- OAC3' F8 FE C LDI ar
OACS' F2 C AN
OAC6' 57 C ST R7
C CA GE ;GF ST ~
OAC' D4 c+
OACS' 016D' c+
OACA' 9C C æi RC ;RECl 'I UA Em
OA' FA FE C AN om ;MA lU FL
OACD' CA 08'. C Ul mR
QA' 8C C GW RC ;UX FC
O1l' mOD c XR CR ;CA RE
OAO' CA 08' C Ul mR ;nu JF ll RU
OA' 8B C GW RB ;'m Rt ~
017 ' AO C PW RO ;'I RO
OA' 9B C æi RB
OAD' BO C PH RO
QA' m c SE RO ;SE X 'I RO
O1' 00 C SE RO ;Rt TH PR
QA' co 08' C :æ PR ;R3 Il POIN HE
C ;
C ;'l ~ to an H ty as th ca is to ooe
C ;a blo of æi fra a spied lotiai to a
C ;sped loctiai over a given len.
C
QA' C K7: GE ; IS TH SYS' :u ?
OAD' F8 01 C+
OA' A7 c+
om' 07 c+
OW' F6 C SU ;JF SO, TY TH nm
OA' C3 OAE' C IB SP ;MEGE 'l PR
OA' co 08' C Ul tm ;FC Nm ai
c ;
0A ' F: C SP: SE R7 ;ar, RE TH
Oll ' F8 FE C WI om ;ux FLG
QA' F2 C AN
OAE' 57 C ST R7
C





OAF' CA 0939' c+
C CA PH ;GE SO ADS
OAF' D4 C+
OAF' 01E' c+
OAF' 03DD' C DW FR
C Ei? ;im Fe æR
OAF' 9C c+
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om' CA 0939' c+
C
001' 8B C GU RB ;PlCE SOCE ~
002' AA C PI RA ;IN RA
OB03' 9B C GH RB
000' BA C PH RA
C
C CA PB ¡GE DETIOO AD
OBS' D4 c+
000' 0lE' c+
008' 03E5' e JY TO
e æR? ;ux FO æR
OOA' 9C e+
OO' CA 0939' e+
e
OB' 8B e GI RB ;Pl DETIOO AD
OB' AD e PI RD ¡IN RD
OBO' 9B e æi RB
OB11' BD e PH RD
e
e CA PH ¡GE BU SI
0812' D4 e+
08' OlE' e+
OB15' 03rn' e DW ov
e ~? ¡ll FO æR
OB17' 9C e+
OB18' CA 0939' e+
e CA AS ¡AS FI PESSIW
OBlB' D4 e+
OBle' 011' e+
e mR? ¡UX FO UA Em-
OBlE' 9C e+
OBlE' CA 0939' e+
OB22' 8C e GI RC ;GE AN08' CA OS' e ll PR ¡IF H1 YE mT
e ¡
086' 41 e K7: 1m RA ;GE A Bm08' 5D e sm RD ;ST IT
08' 1D C m: RD ;ll ro NE DEOO
08' 2B C m: RB ;c: ST ()TIOO -
OB2A' 9B e GH RB ;TE FO BU EN
QB' . CA 086' e Ul ll ; IF NJ AT 00
QB' 8B e GU RB ¡0l, am
OB2F' CA OB26' e Ul HJ









C ¡ + SE AN RE 'm SO CI +
C
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C ;
C ;'Ie res to a ?T cx is to firt dile
C ¡furth interts, th advace the cloc. 'I
C ; "futue" tim is th ty an a flag is set for
C ¡ the interpt serce rotine prior to relin
C ;interts an exectin an idle intrctoo.
C ;'I flag will caus the interpt rotine to qucky
C ¡ext rath than ad th cloc. 'Ie intert.
C ire-activates th sytem, an an ~ is ty as an
C ;imate bye. 'I is th tim tick.
C ;
C ;Dein a bye of ra to be us as a flag word.
C ¡ Dein th sta of AS tim mee.
C
m7 c TICK EJ GI17H ;TICK FlG
m8 c lO EJ TICK~lH ;AS lI
C
085' E3 C (l: SE R3 ; DIS IN
086' 71 C DIS
087' 33 C æ 33H
c ¡
C ¡Adva cloc by co miute an caver th "futu"
c ¡tim to an AS mege str.
C
0838' F8 17 C LDI IJ (TICK ¡POIN TO TICK FlG
O8A' A7 C Pl R7 ¡USI RmST R7
OB3B' F8 01 C LDI OlH ¡ SE TICK FlG
OB3D' 57 C ST R7
C CA MlCI ; AD TI BY 1 MI.
OBE' D4 c+
OB3F' 0282' c+
QB' F8 18 C WI IJ (TICK+1)
OB' AA c Pl RA
OB' 97 C GH R7 ¡USIN RA, POIN TO
QB' BA C PH RA ; AS Ht OF DAYS
OB' F8 10 C WI IJ (lI) ¡ POIN AT "IDlURE" TI
08' A7 C Pl R7 ¡USI R7
C CA Dl ¡cc DAYS TO AS
QB' D4 c+
QB' 00S' c+
OB' 03 C æ 03H
QB' F8 20 C WI SPACE ;S' A SPACE
QB' SA C ST RA
0850' 1A C me RA
c CA Dl ;ca oc TO AS
OOS1' D4 c+
002' 00S' c+
0854' 02 C DB 02H
OB5S' F8 3A C LOI u..it ¡S'.A SO ~
OB57 
, SA C ST RA
0058' 1A C me RA
c CA Dl ¡c: MIS. TO AS
0059' D4 c+
OBSA' 0095' c+
OOSC' 02 C DB 02H
OB5D' F8 7E C LOI ST ; ST A ST CHCl
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lr ID ~c lNST. OC mG
OBSF' SA C sm RA





00' CA 0939' c+











0878' CA 0939' C+
087B' E3 C me R3 ¡RE ~ HA
087C' 65 C ar CU
O87D' 00 C DB ÖO
O87E' 70 C RE :EN IN
O87F' 33 C DB 33H
C
OB' 00 C ID :00 ro Sl
C





087' CA 0939' C+
OB' C1 OF4B' C Ia MS :MA A ME OR
OB' CO OBED' C iæ PR ¡GE 'm NE CQ
C :
C ¡'l is th re to a !T ca. 'l actai taen is
C ¡to sto th cloc. dile intets. an int ti co.
C ¡On th ti coe is int its AS bias is reed. th
C ¡th retin digits ar sto in RA sta at 'W". When
C ¡ni digits have be int. (se mut be (0) th sytem
C ¡wats for the 8. Up revi an 8. th cloc is alow to
C ¡rm, intets ar enled, an a br to QllN is exected.
C
0890' E3 C LD: me R3 ¡DIS lN
0891' 71 C DIS
0892' 33 C DB 33H
0893' F8 10 C LDI 1m (lI) ¡POIN AT TJ DATA
0895' AA C Pl RA
0896' F8 FF C LDI HIGH (lI)
0898' BA C PH RA
0899' F8 07 C LDI 07H :SE 'm DIGl ca
OB9B' AD C Pl RD ¡Fæ SE DIGI
O89C' E3 C IN: me R3 ¡ S' TH Cl
089D' 64 C em si
OB9E' 00 C DB ooH
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li HO OCC mST. cx mG
C CA IN ;GE A OIel
OB9F' D4 C+
OBO' 0145' C+
OB' 9C C CH RC ;MA "." BI
OB' FA BF C AN 0B ;ux Fæ UA æR
OB' Be C PH RC ;BR TO nM IF
0B6' CA 0939' C U3 nM - ;FO, onWI
C CA ATC ; is IT A HE NU 2
OB' D4 c+
OB' 0058' c+
OBC' 9C C CH RC ;IF im, GE Al
OB' CA OB9C' C U3 IN ¡NU.
OB' 8C C Gl RC
OB1' IT AO C SK OA ¡IS IT A ~ NU ?
OB' C3 OB9C' C ll IN ¡IF im, GE ~
OB' 8C C Gl RC ¡NU. n' IT VA A
OB7' F6 C SB ¡JE ll, HJ
OB' F6 C SB ¡ IT 'l 'l 1E
OB9' F6 C SB ¡SIGmO\ BA CE
OB' F6 C SH ¡'m Aca'l AN
OB' SA C ST RA ;ST IT.
OB' 1A C m: RA ¡roM 'l NE UlTIW
OB' 2D C æ: RD ;am 'm Cmw
OB' 8D C Gl RD ¡mr SE DIGI YE ?
OB' CA OB' C U3 IN ¡n' im GE NE NU
OB' E3 C AT?: ~ R3 ¡am, ~ 'm cu
OB' 64 C oo S' ¡AG AN BI ux
QB' 00 C DB_ OO ¡Fæ 8




OB' CA 0939' c+
OB' 8C c+
OB' m 40 c XR "'" ¡ IS IT AN "ft' ?
OB' CA QB' C U3 AT ¡n' im KE ux








C + TE RA ov sp&;.l.l AR +
C
C
C ¡'! re to an "R" ca is to fit test th sytem
C ¡flag, th, if th flag is set, to prt for a sta ad
C ¡an bloc si. If th syte flag wa not set, ext an
C ¡incate an opto er sin th Ilry wa prteced.
C ¡Afte th sta ad an bloc size hae be int, ty
C ¡"a( ? (Y/N". If th opeator ty a "Y" in res to tl
C ;qution pr with th RA TE. Wa th entire spied
C ;block of RA with a ranan num an ver a bye at a tim.
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WO HO OCC INST. OC mG
e ¡Ty th ades of each ca faiur an its XO data.
e ¡Rept th tests cl the raan num with each pa.
e ¡Pr wi ext up detec a UA er, but sin
e ¡interts hae -be diled, the sytem MU be ret.
e
OB' e RA: T' RM ¡'l "am test"
OB' D4 e+
- OB' OO' e+
OB' 0596' e+
OB' 9C C+
OB' a 0939' c+
C GE ¡ IS 'I SY I.?
OB' F8 01 c+
OB' A7 c+
0B ' 07 c+
OB' F6 C SB ¡IF 00, 'l mE Dm
QB' C3 om' C IB Rs ¡ME AN PR
OB' co 08' C Ul læ ¡oi, RE mE
om' F: C RS: SE R7 ¡SY lD nA
OB' F8 FE C WI om
OB' F2 C AN
OB' 57 C ST R7 ¡'I PR ræ
c CA GE ¡ST mm AN BU SI
QB' D4 c+
QB' 023' c+
C Dm? ¡mCl TO nm
OB' 9C c+
OB' a 0939' e+
OB' 9A C GH RA ¡ SAVE ST AI
QB' B8 C PH R8 ¡US RmST R8
Oß' SA C Gl RA
OB' A8 C Pl R8
OB' 98 e GH RB ¡SAVE BU SI
0B ' B9 C PH R9 ¡US Rm R9
~' sa C Gl RB
OB ' A9 C Pl R9
C CA AS ¡AS Fn muCf
OB' D4 c+
OB' 01' c+
C EE? ¡RE TO UA nm
OC' 9C c+
OC1' a 0939' e+
OC' 8C e Gl RC ¡GE ANSW
OCS', a 08' C æN PR ¡EX IF 00 YE





OC' a 0939' e+
oc' E3 C SE R3 ¡ DIS IN
0C' 71 C DIS ¡TO ST 'I cu
OC' 33 C DB 33H ¡AN FA RA nm
0C4' F8 73 C LDI 73H ¡AN SE RJ KE =
0C6' BF e PH RF ; 01100
0C7' F8 OC' C LDI HIGH (LD)
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~ ID OCC mST. OC mG
0C9' BO C PH RO ;SE UP RO TO BE A
OClA' F8 27' C LDI 1m (l1 )
OCC' AO C PI RO ; SU POIN -
OC' F8 OC' C LDI HIGH (RA) -.
OC' BE C PH RE ;SE UP RE TO BE A
OC2Q' F8 35' C LDI 1m (RA)
OC' AE C PI RE ; SU POIN
- OC23' CO OC' C æR NCCL ;Em RA TE
C ;
C ;'l is a suti whch wi loa th ne ra
C ;ke to th hi ha of reter RD, th sta ad
C ;to reer RA, an th bloc siz to rete RB.
C ;Us a su he slOl extiai, lAt saves PR.
C
OC' D3 C L'l: mi R3 ;BA TO RA TE
0:7' 9F C UE: ær RF ;GE NE KE
QC' BD C PH RD ;PAS TO RD
OC' 98 C ær R8 ;GE ST AD
OC' BA C PH RA
OC' 88 C GU R8 ;PAS TO RA
OC'- AA C PI RA
OC' 99 C ær R9 ;GE BI SI
OC' BB C PH RB
OC' 89 C GU R9 ;PAS TO RB
OC0' AB C PI RB
OC1' CO 0:6' C æR L'l ; RE
C ;
c ;'l is a sutin whch wi retu with a ra
C ;num in th high ha of rete RD. '! ra
C ;num is gente by right sbti th ioo 2 Sl
C ;of bits O,2,3,an 4 to bit 7.
C
OC' D3 C Rr: mi R3 ;BA ro RA TE
OC5' F8 00 C RA: LDI OO ;KE IS IN RD HIGH
OC7' AD C PI RD
OC8' 9D C ær RD ;m TO FF IF m
OC9' Cl OCF' C im al ; IS HJ Fn ro 00
OC' F8 FF C LDI om
OC' BD C PH RD
OCF' F6 C al: SH ;'l BIT 1
0C' æ OC' C Ul CHl ;AD em IT m
OC' 1D C me RD
OC' F6 C ami: SH ; SK BIT 1
OC5' F6 C SH ;'l BIT 2 -
QC' æ OC' C Ul æD2 ;AD em IT m
QC' 1D C me RD
OC' F6 C CH2: SH ;'l BI 3
QC' æ OC' c Ul CH3 ; AD em IT m
OC' 1D C me RD
OC' F6 C CH3 : SH ;'l BIT 4
OC' æ OC' C Ul CH ;AD em IT m
OC3' 1D C me RD
OC' 8D C CH: GU RD ;GE RmT OF SU
OC5' F6 C SH
OC' 9D C GH RD ;SH IT TO RD HIGH
OC57' 76 C RS
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lI HO ~C ruST. OC ~
OCS' BD C PH RD
OC9' CO OC4' C I. RT ; REllJRN
C
OC' DO C NCCL: SE RO ;Ul RmST
OCD' DE C WR: SE RE ;GmTE A RA NUER
OCE' 9D C GH RD ;AN
OCF' SA C ST RA ; ST IT
- OC' 1A C me RA ;MJ POIN
OC1' 2B C mx RB ;o: OPTIOO
OC2' 9B C GH RB ;a:UE UN
OC3' CA OC' C U! WR ; SPJ!.L J. BU
OC' 8B C Gl RB ; is Ul lr
OC' CA OCD' C U! \I ; RA NU
OC' DO c VE: SE RO ;RE AI ~
OC' DE C væcyC: SE RE ;Gm'l A RA NU
OC' 9D C GH RD ;cæAR IT _ lr RA DA
OC' EA C SE RA ;D' DIF 'l IS
OC' F3 C xæ ;AN me
OC' CA OC' C U! WR
OC2' 1A C lO: me RA ;H' POIN
OC3 ' 2B C mx RB ;CC OPrn
OC4' 9B C GH RB ;CC Wl
OCS' CA OC' C U! vmC ;AI Sl'J!.L.l RA
OCS' 8B C Gl RB ; HA BE EX
OC9' CA OC' C U! vmC





OC2' CA 0939' C+
OCS' 9F C GH RF ;GE LA KE
OC' BD C PH RD ;R1 IT
OC' DE C SE RE ;TH ~T
OC' 9D C GH RD ;BE NE m
OC' BF C PH RF
OC' CO OC' C IB NCCL ;MA AO PAS
OC' AD C WR: PI RD ;SAVE ~T OF xæ





OC4' CA 0939' c+
OC7' 9A C GH RA ;TY aJ AD
OCS' AC C PU RC
C CA 'M ;HIGH BYT
OC9' D4 C+
OCA' 021' C+
C rnæ? ; mCl TO UA ER
OC' 9C c+
OC' CA 0939' c+
OCO' 8A C GU RA
OC' AC C PU RC
C CA 'M ; AN w. BYT
OC' D4 c+
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~? ; RFCT ro Ei
TY SP ;TY 00 SPACE AN
GW RD
Pl RCCA TY
;mE RET OF TH xæ
æR? ;RE ro tm Dl








































; + SE TH ~ SC +
;'l bloc of coe wi set th optin sce
;0£ th inteto. Tw pater ar set via prts,;th sta ti, an th int inte.
,
;Dein de an AS st ti in RA









;Defin a loctiai in ra to hold th he eqvaent;of th met inter.
HE En Gl24
;Dein anth loctiai for the num of miutes
;in hex to th ne meemt. 'l num is ony
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~ HO ocC INS'. OC EN
C ;vad if th scedule is active.
C ;
FF6 C MI En HE+2
C ;QC' F8 36 C ID: WI l1 (DS) ; POIN AT ST TI
OC' A7 C PL R7 ;AN WA ZE
OC' F: C SE R7
_ OC' F8 00 C LOI OO
OC' 73 C ST
OC' 73 C ST
OC' 73 C ST
oc ' 73 C ST
OC' -73 C ST
OC' 73 C ST
OC' 57 C ST R7 ;R7 lm POIN '1 si
~' F8 43 C LD ta (oo) ;ID sciu
OC' A7 C PI R7 ;BY ID ZE
OC' F8 () C LD OO ;'1 oo HAVE (I
OC' 57 C sm R7 ;(1 'l 00 nA
OC1' 17 C IN R7
OC2' 57 C ST R7





OC' CA 0939' C+
C CA IN ;GE ST DA AN
OC' D4 c+
OC' 0196' c+
OC' FF2 C IN DS2 ; ST
0C ' 03 C æ 03H ; (TH DIGI)
OC' 9C c GH RC ;UX Fe ~
OC' FA FE C AN om ;HA imæ: BI
OC' CA 0939' C UI nM ;En æ nm
OC' 8C C GO RC ;TE ræ SPAC
QC' m 20 c m SPACE ;~ IF mi
OC' CA 08F' C UI mm ;amSE,INICA EI





OC4' CA 0939' c+




OC' W3 C IN DS ; ST
OC' 02 C æ 021 ; ('0 DIGI)
oe' 9C c GH RC ;UX Fe UA nm
OC' FA FE C AN om ;BY HA lmDEc
OD' CA 0939' C UI mv ;mT IF FO
003' 8C C GW RC ;IJ Fe A SPACE
00' m 20 c m SPACE ;a: IF FO
OD0' CA 08F9' C Ul ER ;OlWISE INICATE æR
C 'l SO ;PR FO ST MI
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ODOF' CA 0939' c+
C C1 INEX ;GE ST MI AN
OD12' D4 c+
- OD13' 0196' c+
OD15' FF6 C IN DS ; ST
OD17' 02 C DB 02H ;N) DIGI
OD18' 9C C CH RC ;u: Fe UA mR
OD19' FA n: C AN om ;MA im ElG
ODlB' CA 0939' C I1 mv ;OO al nm
ODlE' 8C C Gl RC ;IJ Fe
OD' m 20 C XR SPACE ;A SPAC
OD21' C2 OD' C IB IN ¡IF RX cn
OD24' 8C C Gl RC ¡oi ux iæ A
OD25' mOD C XR æ ¡C1 RE
OD27' CA 08' C I1 Em ¡Em IF ll Rm
C ¡
C ¡ St date an tim ar no in RA. Het
C ¡inter is ne prted for, int, ccveed
C ¡to he, an sto in tw loctioo.
C ;





OD30' CA 0939' C+
C CA IN ;GE ME IN
OD33' D4 C+
0034' 019' c+
0036' FF47 C l7 DIB2 ¡AN ST
0038' 03 C DB 03H ¡ ('l DIGI)
009' 9C C CH RC ¡ux Fe UA mR
OOA' FA n: C AN om ¡AN 00 IF Rm
QD' CA 0939' -C I1 mv ¡INICA AN nu
OO3F' 8C C Gl RC ¡ux Fe A SPAC
OD' m 20 c XR SPAC ;cn IF FO
QD' C2 QD' C IB BC ;m1WI,
005' 8C C Gl RC ¡UX Fæ A
OD' moo C XR æ ;CA RE
00' C2 QD' C IB BC ¡CC. IF RX, O'SE
OD' CO 08F' C IB Em ¡INICATE AN 0P Ei
OD' F: C BC: SE R7 ;roIN AT DE. IN. U.K.
OD' F8 47 C WI I. (DIH2)
OD1' A7 C Pl R7 ¡cc ME
OD2' F8 00 C WI OO ; IN TO HE
01' AA C Pl RA
0D55' BA C pm RA ¡ZE RES' RA
OD6' 07 C 1m R7 ;GE UN DIGI
OD7' AA C Pl RA
OD8' 27 C DE R7 ;roIN AT 'I DIGI
0D59' 07 C im R7 ¡ SE AD a:
ODA' AC C Pl RC ¡AN TE FO ZE
91
mr(XTO CCDATA ux (PNvu.MAC) MACR18 3.36 PAGE 1-51WO ID CCC INST. 0C mG
OD5B' C2 0067' C 1ß .A100 ; AD IT ZE
OD5E' 8A C AD10: G1 RA ;omWISE, ADD OAR
OD5F' Fe OA C ADI OAR ;TO AcaTO
ODt' AA C PI RA
0062' 2C C Dæ RC ;CO OPTIOO
OD3' 8C C G1 RC
01' CA OD5E' C Ul .A10 ;cx TI ZE
- OD7' 27 C AD1OO: mx R7 ;POIN AT IR DI
OD8' 07 C 1m R7 ; SE ADD CO
OD9' AC C PI RC
ODA' C2 OO7A' C æz BB ¡IF ZE ai IS Im
OD' 8A C NlD: GU RA ¡ai, AD 64
0D6' Fe 64 C ADI 64 ¡TO ACTæ
0070' AA C PI RA
0071' 9A C GH RA
0072' 7~ 00 C AD OO ¡ IN CA Brr
004' BA C PH RA
OD' 2C C IE RC ¡o: CiTIal
OD76' 8C C GW RC
0077' CA OD' C LB lm ¡a: mi ZE
OD' F8 27 C BI: WI ta (Ml)
OD7C' A7 C PW R7 ¡ S' RET OF
OO7D' SA C GW RA ¡ca AT im
OD7E' 73 C ST
OO1F' 9A C GH RA
00' 73 C ST
OD1' SA C GU RA ¡AN AT mo
OD2' 73 C ST
OD3' 9A C GH RA
OD' 57 C S' R7
005' SA C GW RA ¡TE RET AN IF
OD6' FF 03 C SM 03H ¡NJ GR TH
QD' 9A C GH RA ¡2 TY AN æR
009 · 1F 00 C 5MI OO ¡MEGE, 0l,






004' CA 0939' c+
0097' CO OD2A' C iæ IN
C ¡
C ¡set the data ad pointer to its firt.loctioo
C ¡
OOA' F8 OF C SE: WI u: (STD+-)
OD' A7 c PI R7
OD' F8 00 C WI OO ; ST ADDR OF
OD' 73 C ST ;FI DATA BY
ODO' F8 10 C WI lOR
OOA2' 57 C S' R7






IN'! CCTA i. (PNVI.MAC) MAæo18 3.36 PAGE 1-52WO HO ~C ruST. OC EN
OD' CA 0939' c+
C TI 00
ODAC' D4 c+
0D ' OO' c+
OD' 04' c+
ODB1' 9C c+
ODB2' CA 0939' c+
C am? ;GE RESE
ODB' D4 c+
00' 0145' c+00' 9C C+
OD9' CA 0939' c+
OD' 8C c+0I ' rn 59 c XR iiy" ;IS IT YE ?
oæ' el OD' C U3 DE ; IF lI EX0I ' F8 43 C im IJ (QE) ;am, AR
OD' A7 C PW R7 ;'! snum
OO' F8 AA C LDI OA ;BY SE HI Bl
or ' 57 C S' R7 ;00 FL 'l
OO' CO os' C iæ PR ;GE NE CX
OD' F8 43 C DE: WI IJ (QE) ;ANsw VA lI
OI ' A7 C PW R7 ;YE, SO RE
QD' .F8 00 C LDI OO ;00 FL AN EX
OD' 57 C S' R7
OD1' 17 C IN R7
OD2' 57 C sm R7
OD3' CO OSE' C iæ PR
c .i
C ;'n re to a ?8 ca is to cave th
C ;star tim an trai inter to an AS
C ;mee str, ty th iæ, an retu to QI.
C ;
Ol' F8 30 C QRSC:WI IJ (D) ;o: S' 'I
OD' A7 C PW R7 ;TO AS
OD' F8 38 C LDI IJ (A) ;S' AT AS
OD' AA C PW RA ;US RA AS A POIN
OD' 97 C Ga R7
OD' BA C PH RA
C CA Dr ;o: DA
ODD' D4 c+
OD' 005' c+
OD' 03 C DB 03H
OD' F8 7E C WI ST ; S' A S'
QD' SA C sm RA ;BE DAYS AN
OD' 1A C IN RA ;BO
C CA DT ;o: Ha
OD' D4 c+
QD' 005' c+
OD' 02 C DB 02H
0D ' F8 7E C WI ST ; S' A S'
om ' SA C sm RA ;Bm Ha
OD' 1A C IN RA ;AN ~
C CA DT ;o: ~
OD' D4 c+
OD' 005' c+
ODF' 02 C DB 02H
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IN'r a:DATA u: (PNVL.MAC) MACR18 3.36 PAGE 1-53
~ HO ~C llST. OC mG
ODF2' F8 7E C LDI ST ; ST A ST
ODF4' 5A C ST RA ;BF: ~
OD' lA C IN RA ; AN 'l. mr.
ODF' F8 45 C LDI IJ (DIH) ;a: TAS. mr.
OD' A7 C PL R7 ;AN ST AT AI
ODF9' F8 4A C WI 1m (AI) ;USIN RA AS A POIN
ODm' AA C PL RA
C CA I1 ;CX TRSMCN
OD' D4 C+
ODF' 005' c+
ODF' 03 C 00 03H ; IN TO AS
om' F8 7E c WI ST ; ST ME
0E2' SA C ST RA ;TrTIOO æACI.
C
C ;Ty cut ti.
C
C T' SP ;T' m SP~
0E3' D4 c+QI' OO' c+
QE' 03D3' c+
om' 9C c+
OID' CA 0939' c+
OE' F8 18 C WI IJ (TICX+1)
Om'
e PL RA ;a: TI TO ASAl C
OE' 97 C GH R7 ;USlN RA AS A POnm
OEO' BA C PH RA
OE' F8 10 .c WI 1m OlD)
OE' A7 c PL_ R7
C CA I1 ;a: DAYS
0E4' D4 c+
0E5' 005' c+
0E7' 03 C 00 03H
0E8' F8 20 C WI SPAC
OE' SA C ST RA
OEl' lA C IN RA
C au I1 ;a: ID
OEC' D4 C+
OE' 005' c+
OE' 02 C 00 02H
0E' F8 3A C WI 8Volt
OE' SA C ST RA
OE' 1A C IN RA
C au I1 ;a: MI
OE' D4 c+
QE' 005' c+
OF7' 02 C DB 02H
OE' F8 7E C WI ST
OE2' SA C ST RA
C TY SAT ; SAY AT




OE31' CA 0939' c+
C TY NX ;T' TI
OE34' D4 c+
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OEA' CA 0939' c+
C TY STY ;T' aJ sæ
OE3D' D4 c+
OEE' OQ' c+
- 000' O4S' c+
00' 9C c+
















































~TO amDATA ux (PNVI.MAC) MAæ.18 3.36 PAGE 1-55WOS HO cxC INSl. OC EN
OES' 9C c+
000' CA 0939' c+
OES' F8 43 C WI lJ (GQ)
OE9' A7 C PI R7 ; IF GO FlG IS SE
OE9L' 47 C LD R7 ; SAY ACT, 1\
0E92' FB AA C XR OAA ; INICATE 'm NU
0E94' CA OEF' C LB SN ;OF MI TO 'm NE
- 007' 07 C 1m R7 ;MF, aIWI
0E98' FB AA C XR OAA ;T' 'm aJ






OW' CA 0939' c+
0E6' F8 26 C WI 1m (MD)
0E ' A7 C PI R7 ;GE HE KI
QE' 47 C ID R7
QE' BA C PH RA ;1\ PLCE IN RA
0E ' 07 C 1m R7
OEC' AA C PI RA
OE' 9A C GH RA
OF' AC C PI RC
C CA TY ;T' HI BY
0E ' D4 c+
O:æ' 021' c+
C æR? ;RECl TO ~
Om2' 9C c+
om3' CA 0939' C+
QE' SA C GW RA ;GE HE HI W
om7' AC C PI RC
C CA TY ;T' W BY
oms' D4 c+
om9' 021' c+
C æR? ; RECl TO Fi
OE' 9C c+
OE' Cl 0939' C+
C T' HI
om' D4 c+
OE ' OO' C+
0&: ' 04l' C+
0E4 ' 9C c+
0Ð=5' CA 0939' c+
C 'l PN ; INICATE PO:m IiTIOO
OEX ' D4 C+
0E ' OO' C+
OE ' 050' C+
OE ' 9C C+00' CA 0939' c+
OE' F8 OE C LDI u: (S')
0E3' A7 C PI R7
OE' 47 C LD R7 ;GE aJ S' ADS
OE' BA C PH RA
OED' 07 C im R7
OED7' AA C PW RA
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~TO a:DATA i: (PNVL.MAC) MA18 3.36 PAGE 1-5lm HO ocC INST. 0C mG
OE' 9A C GH RA
OED' AC C Pl RC
C CA 'M ;TI In BY
OE' D4 c+
0E ' 021' c+
C mR? ;RECl TO DU
OE' 9C c+
- CE' CA 0939' c+
OE' SA C GI RA
OE' AC C Pl RC
C CA 'M ¡TI lD BY
00' D4 c+
0E' 021' c+
C æR? ¡RECl TO æR
0E' 9C c+
0E' CA 0939' c+
om' CO 08' C IJ PR ¡GE NE ai




QE' 9C c+Qf' CA 0939' c+
0E' CO OS' C æR Pm ¡SA ID AN EX





OE' CA 0939' c+
0F2' CO OS' C æR PR ¡AN EX





OF' CA 0939' c+
QF' CO 08' C IJ PR ¡AN EX
C ¡
C ¡'! re to a "!ID o: is to tet th go
C ¡flag an if set, rest it. If th go flag is al
C ¡rest, th mee "Sculer wa oo actve I I" wi be
C ; set. 
C
0F' F8 43 C GF: WI l£ (OO)
on' A7 c Pl R7 ¡GE 00 nAG
on4' 07 c im R7 ¡IS IT SE ?
OF' rn AA c XR OA ¡ IF SO RE IT
on7' CA OF2' C U3 SA ;aiWI T'
0F' F8 00 C WI OO ¡oo ACT MEGE
one' 57 c S' R7 ¡RE In AN 1J
OF' 17 C me R7 ¡OF 00 nAG
0F' 57 C S' R7 ;TH




~Tæ amDATA u: (PNVI.MAC) MACR18J.J6 PAGE 1-57
li HO ~C INST. OC EN
QF' Q4' C+
0F24' 9C c+
0F2' CA 0939' c+
QF' CO 08E' C lB PR ;NE CC
OF' C SAYO: TY NOCT ¡FlG WA oo SE
OF' D4 c+
OF2' QO' c+
- OF' OS16 , c+
OFO' 9C c+
OF31' CA 0939' c+
QF' CO Q8' C lB PR ;GE NE o:
C ¡
C ¡'l re to a It !PING" ca is to fit ask ''( ?"
C ¡ an if a "Y" is th an to trgger th piner. An oth
C ¡ an wi ca an ext to 0l.
C ¡
OF7' C 'l: CA AS ¡AS mmæ
OF7' D4 c+
OF' 01' c+
C ~? ¡RE TO 1. FE
OF3A' 9C c+
OFB' CA 0939' c+
OF' 8C C G1 RC ¡IS IT YE ?
OF3F' CA Q8' C U3 PR ¡IF oo EX a
OF42' E3 C SE R3
OF43' 63 C oo PI ¡ SE PmG
OF44' 00 C DB OO








C ¡+ TH IS TH nlTC M1 PR +
C
C
C ¡De th loctiai in RA whch hod th cut
C ¡data ad.
C
FF C S' E' ~ ¡ST AD POIN
C
C ¡If Q is se it is ti to be a iæt se.
C
OF48' C9 OF' C M1: ~ SI ¡ SH IX IF NJ Q
C
C ¡'I is th met se. Si it is aptely
C ¡al miute befor th PI, enle interts to kee the
C ¡cloc ru aI sto prin for al miute.
C
OF4B' 7A C MS: RB ¡IN 'm Q IS ~
OF4C' F8 17 C LDI l£ (TICK ;RE 'm TICK FlG
OF4E' A7 C PW R7
OF4F' F8 00 C LDI OOR
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INTC caDATA u: (PNVL.MAC) MACR18 3.36 PAGE 1-58
~ HO cxC INST. OC mG
OFl' 57 C ST R7
OFS2' E3 C SE R3
OFS3' 65 C em Cl ; RE INUP
0F5' 00 C DB OO ;HA AN INSU
OFS5' F8 62' C LDI IJ (IN)
OF7' Ai c Pl R1 ;'IT R1 is POlN
OF' F8 03' C LDI HIGH (IN)
- OFA' B1 C PH R1 ;AT IN BE-
OFB' 70 C RE ; nm AR OO.
OFS' 33 C DB 33H
C CA DEY ;ai CA. CCST is
OFD' D4 c+
OFSE' 00A2' c+
0F' 067D C l1 067D ;20 ID. (OS. ST UP)
OF2' 00 c ID ;W1 em Hm
c ;
C ;Resto met inter cnte to its orgi vaue
C .,
OF3' F8 26 C RS: Wi Il (im)
OF5' A7 c Pl R7
OF' F8 24 C Wi l! (HE)
OF' AA c Pl RA ;POIN AT ME. 00.
OF9' 97 C GH R7 ;USIN RA A
OFA' BA C PH .RA ¡'m POIN
OF' 4A C ID RA ;GE OL VA
OF' 57 C S' R7 ¡AN IlCATE rr
OF' 17 C me R7 ;AT HI
QF' OA C im RA
OF' 57 C S' R7
C ;
C ;Caver cut ti to tim coe an sto.
C
OF0' F8 14 C LDI l! (HD) ; POIN AT UN OF HO
0F72' A7 C Pl R7
OF3' 07 C im R7 ;GE UN OF HO
OF4' AB C Pl RB
C CA RS ; SH 4 Bl' TO RA
OF7' D4 c+
OF6' CO7' c+
OF8' 04 C DB 04
OF9' 'X C m: R7 ¡GE TmS OF HO
OF7A' 07 C Lm R7
OF' AB C Pl RB
C CA RS2A ¡ SH 2 Bl' TO RA
OFC' D4 c+
OF' CO7' c+
OF' 02 C DB 02H
OF' 27 C 00 R7 ¡GE UN OF DAYS
OF1' 07 C im R7
OF2' AB C PU RB
C CA RS2A ; SH 4 Bl' TO RA
OF3' D4 c+
OF8' CO7' c+
0F86' 04 C DB 04
OF7' 27 C DEX: R7 ;GE TmS OF DAYS
0F88' 07 C 1m R7
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INro (XDATA lJ (PNvu.MAC) MACR 18 3.36 PAGE 1-59WO HO ~C INST. OC EN
OFS9' AB C PU RB
C CA RS2A ¡ si 4 BIT TO RA
OFS' D4 c+
OFB' ooB7' c+
OFSD' 04 C DB 04
OFSE' 27 C mx R7 ¡GE Ht OF DAYS
OFF' 07 C Lm R7
- OF' AB C PU RB
C CA RS2A ¡ SH 2 BIT TO RA
OF91' D4 c+
OF92' 007' c+
OF94' 02 C DB 02H
OFS' SA C Gl RA ¡GE im BY
OF' AF C Pl RF ¡SAVE IT
OF' 9A C æ: RA ¡GE HI BY
OFS' BF C PH RF ¡SAVE IT
C .,
C ¡'I is th met se. RA, RB, an RC ar
C ¡us as -tr ti coter for n, F2, aM FJ. RD is
C ¡us as a tim oot cote. '! meemt se wi
C ¡tete when a rely fra al thee trer ba be
C ¡reived, or RD roll over to ~~. Si th cote ar
C ¡incremted at a 4 kH rate, th ma met tim
C ¡wi not exce 16.4 se.
C
OF' FS 00 C SN: IDI 00 ; RE AI ax
OF' AA C Pl RA
OF' BA C PH RA
OF' AB C Pl RB
OF' BB C PH RB
OF' AC C Pl RC
OFO' Be è PH RC
OFA' AD C Pl RD
OF' BD C PH RD
OE' C4 C ll
QF' C4 C ll ¡mv PR POlN 'I
OF' C4 C ll ¡TO OF IA PAG.
0F6' C4 C ll
C ¡
C ¡Wait for th lea ede of th 4 kH tim sign.
C
0F7' 3F A7' C W1: BN W1
QF' 37 A9' C WA: B4 WA
om' E3 C SE R3
OFC' 63 C cu PI ¡ PIN
OF' 00 C DB OO
C
OF' 3F lE' C wo: BN WO ¡WA KR 'm NE
OF' 37 BO' C W1: B4 W1 ;RISIN ED OF 4 KH
OF2' 1D C IN RD ¡CO IT
C ¡
C ¡Be looki for reply to pin, an ineitin coter
C ¡if the reply is not deteced.
C
Om3' 3486' C 81 'I ; IN a: IF
oms' 1A C IN RA ;00 imOO, 0l
100
INCXTO crTA ux (PNVL.MAC) MACR1S 3.36 PAGE 1-6
~ HO ~C llST. OC mG
Orn' 35 B9' C TE : B2 TE3 ; SK ro NE TE
oms' 18 C IN RBQF' 36 BC' C TE3 : B3 TE
om' 1C C IN RC
0E ' 8D C TE: cw RD ; IF RD is OO zm
Orn' CA OFl' C U3 W ;a: mm
OFC' 9D C GH RD ; AN IN
- OFCl' CA OFl' C U3 W ;OIlrSE, S' nm
C
i OFC' F: C SAVl: SE R7 ;US R7 AS '1 POIN
OFC' F8 OE C Wi l£ (STD)
OF' A7 C PW R7 ;GE aJ DATA
OF' 47 C ID R7 ;1i
OF' BD C PH RD ;'l 'I RD
OF' EB E1 C XR om ;IF IN GI PAG
OF' C2 OF' C IB AI ;CE ME
OF' 07 C UN R7 ;arlr, a:
OF' AD C PW RD
or' 9F C GH RF ; S' Tn
OF2' 5D C sm RD
orn3' 1D c IN RD
OF' SF C cw RF
oms' 5D c sm RD
OF' 1D C IN RD
OF7' 9A C GH RA ; S' TRVE Tn A
OE' 5D C sm RD
QE' 1D C IN RD
OFD' SA C CW, RA
OFD' 5D C sm RD
OF' 1D C IN RD
OF' 9B C GH RB ; S' TRVE TI B
OF' 5D C sm RD
OF' 1D C IN RD
OF' 8B C cw RB
OFE' 5D C sm RD
OF' 1D C IN RD
om' 9C C GH RC ; S' TRVE TI C
QF' 5D C sm RD
OF' 1D C IN RD
0F' 8C C Gl RC
OF' 5D C sm RD
OF' 1D C IN RD
OF' 8D C Gl RD ;SAVE aJ S' ADDRS
OF' 73 C ST
OF' 9D C GH RD
OM' 57 C sm R7
OF' 30 F7' C BR SH
C
OF' F8 43 C AL: LDI l£ (oo) ; SIN 'm aJ
om' A7 C PW R7 ;ADDRS IS WI
om' F8 00 C Wi OCR ;GI PAGE, RE '1
OF4' 57 C sm R7 ;00 FLG oo
OF' 17 C IN R7 ; HIGH AN lO
OFF' 57 C ST R7 ; AN SH ro
C
OWL' 7B C SH: SE ; I1 PO 00
101
































;ro ro OF AN
;lU Ti IT DR
nmCXTO cxOLDATA u: (PN\I.MAC) MACR 18 3.36 PAGE Si. OO OCHIC llST. OC ENmE
MACR :
CA CH? Ei? GE RE T' lK?
SY :
ACl 044' AD10 ODSE' AD100 0D67' ADIA 0097'
AD? 07B' 1i 0094' AE 0081' AI FF4AAL OFE' AR 056D' AS FF38 ASOK 0113'
AS FF AS 0594' AS FF3F AS FF3E
AT 0457' AT? OBC2' A'l 001 ' BA 0108'BC 000' BEL 007 mi OD7A' BY 0978'
CA 0253 ' CA oo3AI ' CA OM7' aE 03E7'
CIC 03A4 ' am OA7B' CW 0911' craD 021'CU 005 OIIN 07D' 0l 0144' CO _om'
alAR 012' ccG 0012 CO 080D' CP 02F'
CR ooD CRC 0A' CR FF CRaD FF
CROl OAA4' CR 0300' CR 03D6' CR OA06'Cl 012' DA 016C' DATA 00 DATA 0162'DE OD' mx OO' DEY 00A2' DECE 07C9'
D~ 0143' DIH FF45 DI 047' DS FFDS O9rn' DS FF6 I7 005' OO 037A'
ID 03C' ~ 03F3' nm 04' mm 08F9'
rnvæ 0939' ET 003 EX 012' Elcm 038F'
EXY OO' El 0360' EX 03C' mT 0039'EX 00' EX 021' me 03DD' GE 023C '
GE 0171' GE 019E' GE 016DI' Gl om'GW FF GO FF43 lI mo m: 0077'
HE 059E' HE FF4 in 09' H1 0051'
I? 088' moo 082' ID ~' IN 01451'IN 034A' IN 0196' IN Q4' IN ~~'
IN OD2A' IN OB9C' IN 0362' IT OO7I'Ul O9AF' i. OC27' LD OC' ID 0890'LE O98A' LF ooA !D 09A4' ID 04'
L'OP OC26' LYP 02C' LYP? 02C' Hlax 02821'
M2 0286' MA OF48' ME 04' MI 0535'KI FF6 MI O41' K: 0A39' ia 082F'
M: OAD' HJ OB26 , MS OF4B' NA 03C'
NC OC' ND 014A' ID 03FE' ll 08'll OA4A' OO 0A51' ID 086' OOCl 0516'
mr 052' NU ~~ tm OD' NX 092'
mc OC2' Nl m8 NX 0331' OK O4'
OK 04' cæ OCF' am1 QC' am2 OC'
am3 OC' cm OC54' OP 0925' OV 04'
OV 03rn' P? 08B1' PD OFF' PH 01EI'
PIN 003 PN 089B' PN 050' PR 08ED'PR 043' PR OO3A PSlH 0353' PW 002
~YSC ODD6' çuY O94D' Ç, 0835' RA 100RA 0B ' RA OC5' RCs 03DA' RE 04'RE 039A' RR 001' RM 0596' RS2A OO7'RS OBE9' RS O91A' Rs 0F63' RS 038A'R' OC34' RUN OACO' SlH FF SlUM FF
S? 0875' SA 0300' SATl OO1' SA OF05'
SAT 058' SAVI OFC' SAYI OEE ' SAm7 0F2'SC 043 ' SC 045D' SCCH FF SF 04'
SE 001 SE OD9A' SGO 034' SH 01B5'SH 0078' SH 0184' SH ooB9' SH 0FF'
SIZ FO SN OEF' SNPN 0F99' SP 03D4'
SPACE 0020 SP OAE' SP 096F' SPSP 03D3'
STAQC FF STA'IS 007 STAY 0465' ST 0478'ST 042' S' oo7E ST 0A23' ST 00S'D FFE STEX 010' ST 034E' T? 0862'
103
nm0G'r o:OLDATA ~ (PNVL.MAC) MACR1S 3.36 PAGE 5-1WO HO OCC INSl. OC El
TE OFB' TE3 ur9' TE orn' 'l OOOC'
TIOC IT7 Tl 0459' TO 03ES' TSA 0154'TS 0300' 'lC ooA6' 'l OOE9' TSCK 0358'TS 0328' TS 02E' TS 099C' TX 010B'TX OF37 , 'IADD 095D'- T' 02l ' U? 08'
UM Ff6 UN 04' UPATE 02B' VECYC OC6B'VE OC6A' li om' WI OFB' WA OFA7'
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